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THE DOCTRINE OF THE WORK OF CHRIST 

REV.JIM VAN ZYL.B.A.,M.A. 

 

 

CHAPTER I 

T H E  P R O B L E M  O F  F O R G I V E N E S S  

 

I. THE NECESSITY OF THE CROSS 

 1) The Cynic. 

It is the measure of our shallowness, both in regard to sin and God that many people ask, “ Why 

should our forgiveness depend on Christ‟s death?” “ Why does God not just simply forgive us 

out of his love and mercy; why go to the extent of having his Son crucified?” As the French 

cynic put it,” „le bon Dieu me pardonnera; c‟est sonmetier,” which translated means “ The good 

God will forgive me; that‟s his job.” (cf. J.R.W. Stott The Cross of Christ.Inter-

VarsityPress,1986,p.87. footnote 1) 

After all, we argue, if we sin against each other, we are required to forgive each other. Why can 

God not be equally generous in his attitude towards us? We do not require the death of someone 

before we forgive them. 

 (i) The Analogy. The analogy of “forgiving us our sin, as we forgive those who sin against us”, 

was simply a principle Jesus laid down, namely the impossibility of the unforgiving being 

forgiving. The two passages involved are Matt.6:12-15; 18:21-25. The fact that Jesus laid down 

such a principle does not necessarily suggest that any Christian will be guilty of it. 1.John.2:9-

11, makes it clear that a “brother” who hates or shows a consistent, unloving, unforgiving 

attitude to another “real brother” is still walking in Darkness. 

Although the “principle” was laid down in a „de facto‟ manner of speaking, nevertheless, so 

great is the quantum leap from darkness into light that a „de jure‟ situation can never arise. 

 (ii) Cur Deus Homo? In his book, written at the end of the 11thCentury, Anslem makes the 

pointed statement that if anybody imagines that God can simply forgive “us”, on the grounds 

that we forgive others, then that person has not yet considered the seriousness of sin. 

This emphasises the hypothetical nature of the principle Jesus laid down in the two passages 

quoted above. I call it “hypothetical” because the entire sacrificial system as well as Christ‟s 

own teaching and the teaching of the NT Epistles founds God‟s forgiveness of our sins upon the 

vicarious and substitutionary sacrifice of Christ in our place on the Cross. We are basically 

forgiven because of Christ‟s atonement. 

If God‟s forgiving us rested merely on us forgiving one another then the basis of forgiveness 

throughout the Bible has shifted from a God‟s holiness-to-man‟s-sinfulness relationship (ie.a 

God-Man relationship) to a Man-Man relationship. 

This reduces the Incarnation, Suffering, Atonement and Resurrection to an exercise in futility, a 

complete blurring of the purpose of Christ‟s coming. 

It also means that we must exclude from the doctrine of forgiveness the holiness and majesty of 

God, and the fact of sin. 

 2) Is it Possible? 

An infinitely more crucial question to ask is not why God finds it difficult to forgive, but rather, 

how he finds it at all possible to forgive. 

If we understood something of the majestic holiness of God and his „doxa‟ or glory, and of our 

own sinfulness, our righteousness being as filthy as rags to Him, we would ask how forgiveness 
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is even conceivable. Forgiveness cannot be taken for granted. The problem of forgiveness is the 

result of an inevitable conflict and collision between God as He is and us as we are. 

The problem is: 

(i) Our sin, unholiness and guilt. We have broken God‟s Law(s),and He cannot simply overlook 

this. When a baby gets jam over its face whilst eating bread, the problem is functional. Our 

sinfulness, is constitutional and practical, and thus constitutes rebellion against God, both in 

nature and practice. 

(ii) God‟s holy reaction to sin. As John Stott (to whom I am indebted for some of my material, 

though disagreeing on one or two points) says: “ How, then, could God express his holy love? - 

his love in forgiving sinners without compromising his holiness,...?” (Stott,ibid.,p.88) In 

Isaiah‟s words, how could he be simultaneously „a righteous God and a Saviour‟(45:21)? 

God‟s predicament (if we dare use such language) is that of reconciling “For God so loved the 

world.. ...” (Jn.3:16) with “...your iniquities have separated you from your God; your sins have 

hidden his face from you,...” (Is.59:2) 

The final question centres on the possibility of ending this predicament, we move on to a 

consideration of this. 

 3) Is God under any necessity to save sinners? 

(i) Love as an Necessary Attribute. God‟s Attributes are not, to use human language, attributes 

or characteristics that One can have or not have, keep or dispense with, use or not use. By very 

definition, God‟s Being is a structured, yet intertwined set of attributes which are constantly, 

and always dynamically in action. “For with you is the fountain of life;...” (Ps.36:9)All life in 

the Universe, from the almost untraceable neutrino‟s to the vast, superheated, exploding 

Supernova‟s, to the sap steadily coursing through the stem of a flower, flows from the One 

Omnipotent Life of God. 

“Life” by definition is activity, energy, movement, creativity-in- constant-action. God IS Life, 

this is not a choice he has to make, it is part of His Being. 

The attribute of love is defined similarly, but caution is needed. God‟s Love is, I use the phrase 

reverently, an “In house Love”. That is to saythat primarily it is a love which circulates on equal 

terms and strength between Father, Son and Holy Ghost. This love existed before there was any 

other object of any kind outside of the Trinity. Like the other attributes of life, holiness, and 

omniscience , “In house Love” is a necessary love. One cannot conceive of the Trinity without 

that binding essence of love. 

Prof. Murray says: “Truly God is love. Love is not something adventitious, it is not something 

that God may choose to be or choose not to be. He is love, and that necessarily, inherently, and 

eternally.” (J. Murray. Redemption Accomplished and Applied. Eerdmans,1955,p.14) It must be 

regarded as a settled fact that the CAUSE or SOURCE of the atonement is God‟s love. 

This still does not solve the problem of the NECESSITY of that love towards US, who are 

beings OUTSIDE the Trinity! 

 (ii) The Necessity of Absolute Consequence. We have looked at the cause of atonement. We 

still have to settle the necessity. 

One principle we must settle from the very outset is God‟s Self-Sufficiency. The word 

“necessity” implies “obligation”, and within the circle of the Trinity they are obligated only to 

Themselves. 

It follows logically that God is under no “necessary obligation” to anyone or any object outside 

of himself. Where then, do the words” necessity”, “consequence” and “absolute”, in the chapter 

heading, come into the picture? 

By linking Eph.l:1,4 (note the words “holy and blameless”),11;2:8,1O (note the word 

“workmanship”); and 5:25-32 (“Christ loved the Church and gave himself up for her to make 

her holy etc...”) we are pointed in the direction of an answer. God determined to save sinners by 
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uniting them to Christ so that He could bring into being a Bride (there generate Church) to be 

united to his Son in “sacred matrimony”. This was a free and sovereign plan of God. 

We can lay out the plan as follows. Once having determined on such a plan God placed himself, 

under the necessity” of carrying the plan through because the “necessity” arose from the 

integrity and perfection of his own being and nature. 

The word “absolute” indicates that in all God‟s dealings He always stakes an “absolute” stand, 

never a “relative” one, from which he can withdraw or alter to suit himself. It is “absolute” in 

the sense that it is “Final”. God has placed himself under his own Oath, as it were. 

 

The word “consequent” indicates the manner in which this “absolute” plan is to be carried out. 

Having determined on a course of action God also determined on the Way of Atonement as the 

“consequent” plan of action to bring the Bride into existence.  

__________________________ 

We continue with the Problem of Forgiveness, and move on to our second main heading. 

___________________________ 

II. THE GRAVITY OF SIN. 

 1) The Dropped Word. 

The word “sin” has virtually dropped out of the vocabulary of people today. This is largely due 

to secular humanism, wittingly or unwittingly embraced. Not only are people embarrassed by 

the word sin, but it has become meaningless. 

The word has become meaningless because morality and ethics have become almost, if not 

completely, relative. The word sin is viewed as a specialist word, used by theologians in much 

the same way as the word „supernova‟ is used by the astronomist alone. Sin, unlike the word 

„supernova,‟ which is vocation specific, is a word that embraces all humanity in whatever field 

of life or work. Why? Because man‟s sinfulness is part of his nature not part ofhis vocation. 

Some words are specialist words, associated with a person‟s profession, other words belong to 

mankind as a whole, sin belongs to the latter category. 

There are least five main words for sin in the Greek NT. They are, firstly, the commonest one 

hamartia, which depicts sin as missing a target. In biblical usage it refers to the Law(s) of God 

whichare the target or Divine Standard . This is God‟s perfect standard and by our sinfulness we 

show that we cannot „hit‟ that target or reach its perfect demands. 

God‟s law must not be separated from himself as if it were on a lower level. These laws are but 

a reflection of God‟s own nature and are accordingly as perfect as he is. The second word is 

adikia which refers to unrighteousness or iniquity. In God‟s sight an action is either right (by 

hisstandards and therefore a „righteous‟ act), or it is wrong (by his standards and is therefore 

„unrighteous‟) 

Once again the „righteousness‟ is but a reflection of God‟s Righteous. Nature and anything less 

or lower than that Divine Righteousness is deemed „unrighteous‟. 

The next word is „poneria‟ which is evil or sinfulness of a particularly vicious or degenerate 

kind. The whole concept of pornography and debasement has developed from this word. It 

refers to an inherent, inward corruption of character; an inner perversion. The fourth word is 

„parabasis‟ which involves stepping over or „transgressing‟ a set down boundary or line. Once 

again God‟s Law(s) are involved, because they are God‟s Boundaries, set down as an 

unbreakable line, or boundary that should not be crossed. 

When David committed adultery with Bathsheba he was „transgressing‟ or stepping over (in 

reality actually „breaking‟) God‟s set boundaries. 

Finally, „anomia‟ refers to lawlessness or the disregard or violation of a law, again God‟s law. It 

is remarkable how many of these words have to do with a deliberate and rebellious act to „break 

God‟s Law(s) 
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Since the laws are a reflection of God‟s character, the breaking of them does not involve the 

breaking of something separate or apart from God. God and his Law(s) are so inseparable that 

the action which involves breaking a Law of God is at one and same time an action of rebelling 

against the Person of God himself. 

This is what differentiates human laws from God‟s Laws. In breaking a law drawn up by a 

legislative assembly one is, in a sense, doing something impersonal (though it may, indeed, 

involve a person) This is never the case with God and his Law(s): If one breaks a Law of God 

one automatically comes into rebellious conflict with the Divine Lawgiver. In touching His Law 

one touches God. 

 2) The Moral Breach. 

The assumption throughout Scripture that these Law(s) are in fact God‟s moral laws, since they 

express his righteous and moral character. They do not apply to him, since he is the perfect 

Moral Being. They apply to us however, since having been made in his image we are moral 

beings. 

These moral laws are (i) outward and objective, in the sense of, for example, the Ten 

Commandments and the various Moral Principles laid down by our Lord (Matt.5:44 “Love you 

enemies...”) 

And (ii) inward and written on our hearts and consciences, bearing witness to God and to 

ourselves as to whether we are upright and moral in our lives or not. 

There is a vital correspondence between these legal requirements and our response to them. To 

break even one law (James 2:1Of) signifies that we have become a “lawbreaker” (James 2:9) 

and “lawless”(1.Jn.3:4) We have breached the Law(s) of God and Christ. 

James, in the passage quoted above, goes so far as to say that if we break one law, it is as good 

as if we have broken them all. Three different illustrations may help here. The first is that of a 

dam wall. The slightest breach of the dam wall will cause water to flow through the cracks and 

with the increase in water pressure the breach will simply become wider. The second example is 

that of our Lord. Surveying His life from birth to death we can say without hesitation that the 

slightest moral or ethical breach of any of His Father‟s Laws would immediately have rendered 

Jesus unfit as the stainless sacrificial Lamb to atone for our sins. The perfection of Jesus lifeis 

an indication of what God means by “sinless”. Nothing less is acceptable. 

Thirdly, to indicate just how seriously God views even one sin, we need go no further than 

Eve‟s one, single disobedience in Eden. History shows us the catastrophic results of even that 

single sin. I‟m not sure that we understand why James says that breaking one sin is like breaking 

all, or that we fully understand the punishment that fell upon Adam and Eve for their single sin 

(in today‟s world it would be termed a „mistake‟ and modern man would certainly object tosuch 

a severe punishment) 

THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH APPEARS TO BE A COMPLETE REPETITION? It does 

not appear to add anything to comprehension -David Fitz-Patrick 28.3.91----------------------------

-----------------------------------------------Let me try and explain once more. Although this is not 

perfect theological language I would like to suggest that God and his Law are One. This does 

not mean that God is governed by a Law that is over him,-that would put that Law higher than 

God! What I mean is that the Laws of God are in perfect harmony and synchronization with the 

BEING and the NATURE of God because they flow from and express totally and perfectly that 

Being and Nature. Thus when you and I break such a Law we are not merely breaking a Law 

that is separate and independent from God. To put it graphically God does not see the Law(s) 

that he has made as some object outside of himself and seated in the heaven of heavens 

objectively observes us breaking them.---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------The laws are so much a part of God‟s being that when we break such a Law we(i) deeply 

offend God‟s Nature and Person, not just his morality but his deepest Being and (ii) in effect 

declare ourselves autonomous, placing our desire over and against his, an act of hostility and 

rebellion. 
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By doing this we not only breach God‟s Moral Law(s) but declare ourselves independent from 

Him, an act of moral treason against the Creator who, upholds, feeds, guides, loves and keeps us 

alive by granting life. 

 3) The Autonomous Man. God is the only truly autonomous Being or Person in the Universe. 

There are no laws that govern or control Him. He is of necessity the final reference point for all 

His rational creatures. This means that they are under and have to live by his authority. They 

have to be informed of who they are, what their purpose is, what their relation to the Creation 

and the Creator are. This is so because in their fallen state they would not of themselves know 

these things. 

God‟s General and Special revelations are therefore adaptations to the weakness and fallenness 

of sinners. God makes these revelations in such away that men and women can understand 

them. He speaks to them in their own language. He uses “anthropomorphisms” too. That means 

he, for example, speaks of himself in human language: that he has “eyes”, “ears”, “a strong 

arm”, that he is like “a rock”, “a castle”, “a shield” and so on. In other words he makes himself 

explicable to us. 

By contrast, fallen man wishes to be autonomous. He is his own final reference point. This is his 

basic sinfulness.” For sin is that by which men seek to interpret facts apart from the revelation 

of God.” (C.Van Til. A Christian Theory of Knowledge. Presbyterian & Reformed, 1969,p.33) 

The picture of fallen men and women in Scripture is, ironically that of people who “know God” 

(Rom.1:18,19,20,21,25), but have „suppressed‟ the truth (v.18) 

What makes it serious is that as “knowing” God, man still prefers his autonomy. In the light of 

the creature‟s complete and total dependence upon the Creator this is outright rebellion. 

Suppression of the “knowledge” of God means that man is led away from the “light of the 

knowledge of God”, into deeper darkness where he becomes “vain” and his “foolish heart is 

darkened”, -he is thus led from light into darkness, and from knowledge into non-knowledge or 

untruth. What to him is light is “blindness” (Eph.4:18) 

“ Here then is the heart of the matter: through the fall of Adam, man has set aside the law of his 

Creator and therewith has become a law unto himself. He will be subject to none but himself. 

He seeks to be autonomous...he now tries to be the source of his own light. He makes himself 

the final reference point.....”. (Van Til,ibid.,p.42)A “lie” is to say something is true when it is 

not. The terrible tragedy is that the sinner will accept what is non-truth, untruth, and illusion, as 

if it WERE the truth, as if it IS reality. 

The “lie” results in the sinner having a faulty view of God, of himself, of sin, of morality, of 

goodness, of righteousness, of man‟s real condition and consequently of the solution to the 

“problems” of mankind. 

An illustration will make this clear. Take the illustration of a first year medical student and a 

highly qualified heart specialist with years of training both being faced with the same patient. 

Who will make the more skilled diagnosis? The application, on the one hand to the autonomous 

sinner in search of truth, and on the other to him who places himself under God to search after 

God‟s Truth as revealed in Scripture and Christ, is obvious. 

 4) The Problem Compounded: The Law. The problem of Forgiveness, you may recall, was 

basically the predicament caused by, on the one hand God‟s love for sinners, and on the other 

sinfulness, which causes an necessary separation between man and God, the SUMMATION OF 

ALL MORAL GOODNESS, could not just ignore their sinfulness. The problem, intimately 

bound in with the whole situation, is the existence of God‟s Law which has inherently a certain 

strength or power in it (1 Cor.15:56 “...the power of sin is the law.”) 

There are a few things to be said here: (i) The problem is compounded because, although it has 

power, the Law does not have the power to save sinners from their sin. (Rom.8:3) “...the law 

was powerless...”)In fact it was never intended to save, was the fallacious supposition of the 

Jew, as it is also the case with so many today.....The Law was not given for that reason (ie. to 

save from sin),because man in sin could not possible keep it.” (D.M. LIoyd-Jones. Romans: An 

Exposition of Chapters 3:20 -4:25.Atonement and Justification. Banner of Truth,1970,p.20) 
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The problem does not lie in the Law. It could save if it was kept perfectly! Sin has stripped us of 

the power to keep it, and so the Law is equally powerless. 

 (ii) The power of the Law lies in its ability to legislate and condemn. In other words the whole 

power of the Law lies in its ability to define sin, to reveal its real nature, to reveal that we 

consistently break it, that we breach its morality, that we try to be independent and autonomous 

from it. 

Thus the power of the Law lies (a) in exposing our breaking of it, and (b) in its penal sanction. 

In other words it brings down upon us God‟s curse as well as punishment. (Gal.3:lO) 

(iii) The greatest power of the Law however is not just to exposes in, not just to penally 

condemn sin, but to bring death (Rom7:13) It is meant to take a man‟s life from him. 

(iv) The Law has one profound redeeming feature: “ So the Law was put in charge to lead us to 

Christ.” (Gal.3:24) One of the functions of the Holy Spirit so to open our spiritual eyes that 

looking first at our sin and then at the Law we see the guilt, penal sanction and death brought 

upon us. 

But then, by the same Spirit we are “lead” to Christ who himself took our guilt, our penal 

sanction and death upon himself. “Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made 

a curse for us.” (Gal.3:13) “God made him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we 

might become the righteousness of God.” (2.Cor.5:21) ______________________________ 

Before looking for solutions, or rather, The Solution, we must take a closer look at the attributes 

of God. These attributes are hard to accept be causes in has turned us into sentimental, maudlin 

creatures. Without these attributes we do not have a Just and Moral Universe or Society, and 

certainly not a Just Redemption. We can rejoice in God „s Holiness and Wrath.  

________________________________ 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

 l. Discuss “ The Cynic”, “ The Analogy” and “ Cur Deus Homo?” 

 2. Why is God under a “Necessity” to save sinners? 

 3. What is the “Dropped” word and what does it have to do with the “Moral Breach”? 

 4. Write an essay on the Autonomous Man and The Law in such a way that you show how they 

are intertwined.  

_________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER 2 

O U R  L O R D ’ S  U N D E R S T A N D I N G   

O F  T H E  L A W  O F  G O D  

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION: CONTEMPORARY TEACHING ON THE LAW OF GOD IS 

WEAK 

1) Introductory Remarks. “ It is often said that standards of conduct and integrity 

amongevangelical Christians today are not as high as they were in days gone by.Few...would 

feel able to dispute the justice of this accusation.” (The Wordof the Lord. The Campbell Morgan 

Bible Chapters. Introduced by R.T.Kendall.Marshall Pickering, 1988,p.11O from an article by 

Dr.J.I.Packer “Our Lord‟sUnderstanding of the Law of God.”)Without wishing to single out 

recently fallen American Televangelists,it appears that there is an alarming and inappropriate 

“familiarity”exhibited with the things of God, and with God himself.We have witnessed a 

decline in natural “godliness” and the growth of acursed “professionalism” among 

contemporary Christian leaders and laity.This is particularly disturbing. To what extent have 

“professional andbusiness methods”, and even more so the `spirit‟ and `attitude‟ of 

thesemethods subconsciously influenced Christians? In today‟s high-tech world itwould, of 

course, be foolish to ignore these new methods of management inchurches, organizations and 

evangelism.The danger lies not in the “state of the art technology” we utilize, butin our leaning 

too heavily on it for success, rather than on the HolySpirit.It is interesting, from an historical 

perspective, to note that almost everynew generation of Christians has to grapple with similar 

problems. Perhapsthe challenge is greater today because of the vast array of “ technique-

solving” machines and programs available. These are helpful psychologically,but are of dubious 

spiritual value. 2) The Root of the Problem. At the heart of thissuperficiality and lack of 

godliness is the fact that we care and knowlittle about the Laws of God. The Love of God has 

been preached sooften and for so long ( it is not wrong to preach about God‟s love per 

sec)without the balance of the Law, that the Law has become peripheral. Prevalentanti-

authoritarian attitudes mediate against preaching the Law of God.We neglect to study and apply 

the Law as our forefathers did. Book titles,records and music tapes in Christian bookshops 

provide evidence of the greatvacuum that exists concerning the Law of God. 

Today “house churches” abound. Naturally, we rejoice in this, but to whom arethe members and 

the churches themselves responsible? Do they have an internalstructure based upon the 

Scriptures?It is interesting to read of “Methodist Societies” which sprung up withinthe Anglican 

Church of Wales during the Revival under Daniel Rowland andHowell Harris in the 174O‟s. 

They were provide new converts with a place toreceive instruction and guidance, a place to 

witness, to pray and to enjoymutual fellowship.The “Societies” were not haphazard, self-

running affairs. They werestructured, disciplined, well-ordered, reproachable and accountable to 

theordained leadership.We seem to care more about correct doctrine, which is of course rightin 

its place, than we do about right living; about the truth thanthe behaviour which backs it up. We 

are anxious about the doctrines of theepistles, but skate over their ethical 

implications.(Packer,cf.Kendall,ibid.,p.111)I disagree with Dr.Packer reluctantly, but I am not 

convinced that there isany greater evidence for an anxiousness about the doctrines of the 

Epistlesthan there is for their ethical and moral demands, i.e. the demands of God‟sLaw.If our 

argument is that God‟s Law made provision for a Perfect Lamb to takeour place, our sin and our 

penalty, and that Christ is that Perfect Lamb,then we must surely discover what our Lord‟s 

attitude to the Law(s) of Godwere.II. CHRIST‟S ETHICAL TEACHING AS A WHOLE. 

 1) Moral Instructor. A view held for almost a century isthat the real Jesus of Nazareth was 

nothing more than a teacher of practicalwisdom, morality, ethical views and standards. He was a 

moralist and no more,a teacher of ethics and ethical behavior and not the Mediator who shed 

Hisblood for sinners. 
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This view origininates from a theory that there is a fundamental difference,between the 

historical Jesus we meet in Matthew, Mark and Luke, and thetheological Jesus we meet in the 

Gospel of John.Paul was blamed for turning the Rabbi of Galilee into a Divine Saviour.This 

approach contrasted “the Jesus of History” with “the Christ of Paul”.The next obvious step was 

to separate the ethical and practical teaching ofJesus from the unauthentic theology that the 

writers of the NT, Pauland the other apostles, had built around Christ and embedded him into. 

This approach emphasizes the necessity of loving your neighbour and abelief in God‟s universal 

Fatherhood of man. Unconsciously these were thefirst steps taken towards “Liberation 

Theology”. The Sermon on the Mountbecame the Golden rule to live by. There is no Law 

capable of being broken andso there are no sinners in need of salvation. A Moral Gospel 

supplants theSalvation Gospel. 2) Christ‟s ethical teaching must not be separated from 

HisPerson and work. If the ethical teaching is seen in isolation, Christ‟suniqueness is 

undermined, His teaching could just as well have beenpropagated by Confusious or Buddha. If 

Christ is not seen as the oneand only Saviour, Christianity looses its credibility. The theory 

thatChrist‟s ethical teaching can be understood and proclaimed in isolation fromthe rest of his 

Person and Work lingers on. 

The moral and ethical teaching of Jesus never did stand on its own. Like theethical teaching of 

the Epistles it is firmly rooted in the framework ofactive Redemption, not passive Homilies. 

Christ‟s ethics are firmly placedwithin the corollaries of the Active Gospel, which presents Him 

as an Active,Dynamic, Saving Redeemer and not simply as a Wise Man or Sage. (i) The Work 

of Redemption and the Spoken Word are One. Christ‟swork of Redemption on Calvary and His 

Spoken Word were always One work, theywere not contradictory. Christ‟s teaching was not 

unexpectedly overtaken byHis death, His death was related to His teaching. 

Christ‟s preaching ministry began with the announcement “The timeis fulfilled and the kingdom 

of God is at hand, repent and believe thegospel.” (Mark 1:15) 

The “kingdom” was that position men and women would enter, afterrepentance and belief in 

Christ as the only Redeemer, of peace, safety andreal happiness. Jesus is not dealing with ethics 

but is concerned with whatHe calls “the gospel”. 

How could Jesus make such a pronouncement at the beginning of his ministry?This was 

possible because as King-Redeemer of the Kingdom, He was alreadypresent. He was not just 

another Galilean Rabbi, He was the king come to HisKingdom to pronounce salvation to all 

those who submitted to Him as king. 

What, in turn, was the kingdom based on? This Messianic Kingdom was based, ifwe study Is.53 

carefully enough, on the Atonement made on the Cross. Theprimary action of Christ was not so 

much His words, important though theywere, but the Action on the Cross upon which the 

ethical teaching was based. 

During His three years of ministry Christ was able to give people definiteassurance of salvation? 

The reason for this was that He was already pledgedto die. The new kingdom and covenant had 

to be sealed by His blood. He had notcome to be ministered unto, but came to minister unto. 

Christ‟s teaching must be seen in the light of His death. The Ethical Christand the Atoning 

Christ are one. 

Earlier Jesus Christ announced Himself as the Prophet to come. ThereafterHe made it clear that 

He had also come as the King of this new Kingdom. Butprimarily He had come as the Priest, to 

lay the foundation for bearing awaymen‟s sins. “The Son of Man came not to be ministered 

unto, but to minister,and to give his life as a ransom for many.” (Mark.1O:45) 

Our Lord‟s preaching and teaching involved an ethics that was inextricablylinked to his 

atonement. 

 (ii) Christ‟s ethical instruction presupposed thepreaching of Kingdom. Christ‟s teaching on how 

to live was meant for thosewho had already received the “gospel of the kingdom”. It could 

hardly beotherwise.Christ did not come to preach an Ethical Atonement, but an Atonementof 

Sacrifice that would be followed by a life lived according tocertain ethics. 
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The gospels give proof of this by telling us that our Lord‟s discourses onethical themes, eg.the 

Sermon on the Mount, the Sermon on the Plain, thesermons in Luke 12 and Matt.18, were not 

directed at the listening crowds, butat His disciples (cf.Matt.5:1; 18:1;Luke 6:2O;12:1,22) 

Once this is understood the nature and purpose of our Lord‟s ethical teachingbecomes clear. It is 

meant for those who are already Christian. The Law, isnot meant to create Christians, but rather 

indicates lack of Christianity. 

III. CHRIST AND THE AUTHORITY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT LAW. 

 1) The abiding validity of the Old Testament. Our Lord did notbrush aside the O.T. Law(s), He 

asserted their abiding value and continuingvalidity. “ It is easier for heaven and earth to pass, 

than one tattle (tinyletter) of the law to fail.” (Lk.16:17)The so-called Moral Laws, in particular, 

retain their binding force over thosewho have entered the kingdom of God. The Civil and 

Hygienic Laws ceased toapply when Israel ceased to be a Theocracy, but the Moral Laws and 

Principlesfound in the Ten Commandments and other parts of the O.T. remain in force forthe 

Christian. 

Christ scathingly dismissed the oral law, “the tradition of the elders‟,(Mk.7:7), but insisted that 

the written Mosaic injunctions are „thecommandment of God‟,‟the word of God‟, (Mk.7:8f and 

v.13), and must beobeyed. 2) The Old Testament law was not abolished. It would bea 

misunderstanding of Christ‟s mission to think that the „new order‟ He cameto institute involved 

an annulment or cancellation of the O.T. law. Heexplicitly states: “ Think not that I am come to 

destroy the law, or theprophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.” (Mt.5:17) 

“ From this statement it would appear that, just as in his life and death hewas consciously 

fulfilling the pattern of the Messianic ministry, which hefound laid down in the O.T. prophets, 

so in his moral teaching he wasconsciously reaffirming, in its new and final application, what he 

discernedto be the substance of the O.T. law.” (Packer,cf.Kendall,ibid.,p.121) 

It is significant that Christ fulfiled the law as He said He would inMatt.5:17. It is conceivable 

that He was (i) deliberately setting right aseed-thought which might have begun growing in the 

disciples and otherpeople‟s minds and (ii) that He was laying down, at the beginning of 

Hisministry, a principle to counter a problem that He knew would arise later onin His ministry. 

Christ underwrote the O.T. moral laws. As we shall see the key issue aroundwhich the 

Atonement revolves is the law. We sin because there is a Law of Godto break. It is because we 

break this law that we incur its liability of guiltand penalty of death. Christ dealt with these 

issues in His atoning work onthe cross. 

 3) A Problem Examined.A superficial reading and exegesis of some of Christ‟s statements 

seems toindicate that in certain instances He brushed aside, on His own authority, theteaching of 

the O.T. law and substituted His own. There are at least five suchinstances. 

The first instance is His apparent denial of the legitimacy of divorcefor any reason except in the 

case of adultery, despite the existence of Mosaicregulations for divorce in Deut.24:1f., which 

apparently permitted it.(see:Matt.5:32;19:3f; Mk.1O:2f; Lk.16:18) 

The second, third, and fourth instances are found in the sections in theSermon on the Mount 

where Christ appears to criticise the Mosaic regulationsabout swearing (taking an oath), 

revenge, and love (“...you haveheard that it was said...but I say to you, Swear not at all...resist 

notevil... love your enemies...”)The fifth is found in the passage in which Christ lays down the 

principlethat no man is defiled by the food which he eats, but rather by the evilthat comes out of 

him (Mk.7:19f) This is in direct opposition to the list ofun- clean meats in Lev.11, laid down by 

Moses.In general terms, and in answer to any such accusations, we maysay:(i)In each of the five 

cases our Lord was seeking to establish the heartof the law rather than the negative, legalistic, 

outwardly-conforminginterpretation given it by the Pharisees. 

(ii) Do not be confused by phrases which begin “You have heard that itwas said ...”, . This does 

not necessarily relate to Scripture. Jesus doesnot say “...you have seen that it was written...” 

(which wouldindicate that the written Mosaic law was being referred to), but rather”...you have 

heard...” (thus referring to rabbinical and scribalinterpretations) 
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(iii) The fact that our Lord is dealing with the Pharisees is made clear inMt.5:43, where Jesus 

says “ you have heard it said that you must love yourneighbour but hate your enemy”. As the 

phrase “hate your enemy” is not foundin the OT, it must have been a Pharisaical 

interpretation.(iv) Our Lord was not challenging the OT Law(s), but the misinterpretation ofthe 

law. As the Moral laws of the OT, were inextricably linked to theatonement it was never 

Christ‟s intention to negate them. The Moral Lawsconstituted men and women as sinners. 

Writing to the Romans, Paulsays “The law was added so that the trespass might increase.” 

(Rom.5:2O)Christ‟s atoning work was directed at those who had broken God‟s laws and 

hadthereby become sinners. 

To suggest that Christ did not uphold the OT moral laws andprinciples is to suggest that he did 

not fulfil the purposes for which hecame, namely (i) to keep the law perfectly in our stead, and 

(ii) to makeatonement for law-breakers! 

In Romans, Paul explicitly states:”...I would not have known what sin wasexcept through the 

law.” (Rom.7:7) 

IV. OUR LORD‟S UNDERSTANDING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE LAW 

It would be helpful if we looked at some passages in the Sermon onthe Mount, and especially 

Matthew 7, to see just how Christ approached,understood, interpreted and upheld the law. 

 1) Mt.7:21-3O. This section deals with the Sixth andSeventh of the Ten Commandments, which 

deal with murder and adultery.Our Lord did not in any way negate the Commandents or, deny 

their validity orapplication. The use of “But” vv.22,28 does not indicate a denial of thevalidity 

of the Commandments, in fact the reverse is true. The laws involvemore than external 

understanding and obedience, they also involve theemotions, (angry , v.22), attitudes (you 

fool,v.22c), and inward, invisibledesires such as lust (who looks lustfully,v.28)Christ was in fact 

rebuking the Pharisees‟ un-balanced emphasis on theexternals and their lack of concern for 

“motives” or “the spirit of the law.”There was a dimension to sin or law-breaking that the 

Pharisees had neglected,which was perhaps even more important than the externals. 

 2) Mt.7:31-32. This section deals with divorce. Christ pointsout that if a man or a woman 

divorces his/her partner for any reason otherthan adultery, and he/she then remarries a new act 

of adultery will takeplace. The marriage will be an adulterous one and the partner who 

firstcommitted adultery will be guilty of breaking up that which God had joinedtogether. 

The “certificate of divorce” is explained, not condoned, in Mt.19:8. Moses,Christ says, 

“...permitted you to divorce your wives because your hearts werehard”, but, he quickly adds 

“...it was not this way from the beginning.” 

In a situation where unfaithfulness to the marriage bond was rampant,wives were being 

irresponsibly abandoned. Moses instituted the certificateof divorce (i) to keep evil practices 

under control, and (ii) to safeguardthe status of the woman by ensuring that she had legal 

evidence of divorceinstituted by her husband. All claims of the former husband on her 

wererevoked.Neither Moses nor our Lord condoned divorce; it was a temporary,pragmatic 

solution to a serious problem. The ideal was laid down by God inGen.2:24. Our Lord 

condemned Rabbi‟s, who, using Moses‟example and procedurepermitted divorce for reasons 

other than adultery. 

 3) Mt.7:33-37. This passage deals with the taking of oaths. ThePharisees, using 

Lev.19:12,cf.Deut 23:21, demanded that oaths taken in God‟sname should be kept. 

In the light of the fact that Paul either swore an oath or attimes came close to it 

(Rom.l:9;9:1;1O:2; 2.Cor. 11:1O; Gal.1:2O; 1 Tim.2:7),we must assume that in certain rare 

instances the Christian is permitted to dolikewise (if, for example he had to give evidence in a 

Court of Law.) 

We can only conclude that when our Lord said “Do not swear...”, hewas referring to the whole 

corpus of causuistical laws the Pharisees andScribes had built up over the years. They held, for 

example, that oaths nottaken in God‟s name were not binding.Jesus is suggesting that Christians 

should be people of such integrity andhonesty that their word is their bond; that their “yes” and 
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“no” means exactlythat, plain, unadorned, honest language that is dependable and 

trustworthy,devoid of innuendos or cunning subtleties. 

 4) Mt.7:38-42. On reading this passage it becomes clear thatChrist did not dispute the validity 

of the laws outlined in Exod.21:24;Lev.24:2O; and Deut.19:21.A feature of the OT passages is 

the equality of the distribution ofpunishment e.g. An “eye for an eye”. The principle being that 

justice andpunishment must fit the crime. This principal operates in modern day 

judicialsystems.The OT laws of “an eye for an eye, etc...” have been the butt of accusationsof 

harshness. However, given that every country must have some judicialsystem, the Israelite 

system, which strove for equality and fairness beforethe law, was head and shoulders above less 

impartial systems of thesurrounding civilizations at the time. 

The Jewish and OT laws strove to avoid (i) disproportionate punishmentregarding public law, 

and (ii) sought to curb disproportionate privatevengeance. They were therefore, remarkably 

advanced in legal thinking,as humane as was possible and also, almost uniquely amongst the 

civilizationsof the time, these laws incorporated the principle of the need for all men tobe equal 

before the law, with equality of punishment. 

A comparison of the Old Testament Law‟s with the draconian laws passed in the18th and early 

19th Centuries in England illustrates the point. There was adisproportion between crime and 

punishment. Hanging was the usualpunishment.The “ Waltham Black Act “ of the early 

17OO‟s, drawn up after minor argrarianuprisings in 1722-23, instituted hanging from the age of 

10, regardless ofsex, as punishment for burning a standing rick of corn, or a pile of straw;for 

poaching a rabbit or for cutting down an ornamental shrub, or forappearing on a high-road with 

a sooty face! 

The abuse of the power of the law and the disproportion between crimeand punishment in the 

above laws is obvious. When compared with Jewish law,they were little short of murderous, 

especially as they were in thehands of unbending and harsh judges. (R.Hughes. The Fatal Shore: 

A History ofthe Transportation of convicts to Australia,1787-1868.Pan Books,1988,p.29) 

It may be worthwhile to reflect on the “equality” aspects of the atonement. Inorder to redeem us 

and redress the imbalance caused by the fall, our LordJesus Christ had to “match” God‟s 

requirements with our liability, pointby point. 

Christ‟s incarnation involved, subjection to temptation, perfect observanceof God‟s Law in 

“passive” and “active” obedience, becoming sin for us, takingupon himself the penalty due to 

sinners, death and ressurection. He was, aswe shall see in Chapter IX our perfect and complete 

Substitute. 

 5) Mt.7:43-47. This was dealt with under point3)(iii)Our Lord understood that the civil, 

ritualistic and hygienic laws, givenfor the ordering of Israel‟s national life in Palestine, would 

cease to beeffective when the Israelite State passed away, as it did when the Romangeneral 

Titus invaded the country in 7O AD. 

The moral law and principles were another matter. They were “absolutes”,being the 

authoritative Word of the Lord under which and by which, Christiansshould live until the day of 

their glorification. 

 QUESTIONS 

 l. Discuss Christ‟s Ethical Teaching as outlined in the notes, but in your own words and in such 

a way that you give evidence of understanding the subject. 2. Write an Essay on “Christ and the 

Authority of the Old Testament Law.” 3. How did Christ understand and interpret the Law. Give 

four examples. 

 

 COURSE OO5�
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 THE DOCTRINE OF THE WORK OF CHRIST 

 CHAPTER III 

 THE HOLINESS OF GOD AND ITS CONSEQUENCESI. GOD‟S HOLINESS 1) 

Foundational 2) Foundational to his Being 

 3) Righteousness and Justice (i) Righteousness (ii) Justice (a) A cultural interpretation of justice 

(b) In the Old Testament (c) In the New TestamentII. GOD IS JUSTIII. THE AUTONOMOUS 

MAN 1) The Final Reference point 2) The Heart of the MatterV. THE ANGER OF GOD 1) 

Revealed 2) God‟s Anger 3) Metaphors of God‟s Anger 4) The Seriousness of it all. 

 GOD‟S HOLINESS. 1) Foundational.An appreciation of the holiness of God is central to an 

understanding ofthe doctrine of the Work of Christ. God is Holy and He cannot overlooksin, He 

has absolute, unalterable Standards.God‟s Holiness necessitates a Penalty of Death being 

attached to thebreaking of His Law(s) Christ became sin for us, by taking upon Himself thefull 

consequences of God‟s just anger and wrath. 2) Foundational to his Being.If we imagine that 

God has deliberately set us unattainable standards ofholiness we do Him a great injustice, we 

question His integrity, justiceand loving kindness to the creatures He has made. 

We do not complain about the “Love” of God, because it suits us not to do so.Neither do we 

complain about God‟s omnipotence, omniscience or Hisomnipresence. We complain about 

God‟s sovereignty as this impinges on ourfreedom. When we consider His holiness we feel out 

of our depth. We are sounholy, with so many evil thoughts and motives and live in such a 

darkenedworld, that the concept of “holiness” is foreign to us. 

“Holiness” is the ground and base of God‟s Being. “The root qdsh isusually derived from the 

root qd, meaning to cut, to separate, hence itindicates apartness, separatness...The word holy is 

used ...with reference toall kinds of persons and things which have been separated from 

theirordinary sphere, and placed in a peculiar relation to God and to hisservice.”(Herman 

Bavinck.The Doctrine of God.Banner of Truth,1977edition,pp.21O-211) 

This separation is only possible because of the inherent, foundationalholiness of God. Holiness 

is relationational, a relation of Creatorto creature. “...it pertains to God in the first place, and to 

the creaturein the secondary sense. Creatures are not holy in themselves, neither are theyable to 

sanctify themselves. All sanctification and holiness proceeds fromGod. Jehovah is holy;...” 

(Bavinck,ibid.,p.213) 

Isaiah often uses the name “the Holy One of Israel” (29:23;4O:25)God‟s Name is holy. The 

Bible speaks of his Holy Majesty (2.Chron.2O:21)When speaking of His holiness God is not 

referring exclusively to oneattribute that is separate from the others, attributes such as “Love” 

and”Omnipresence” are not any less holy. It is a major principle that holinessis part of Deity. 

God‟s holiness “cuts Him off” or “separates” Him from all unholiness,causing Him to regard it 

with supreme horror, wrath and anger. Hisnature is in never-ending conflict with unholiness. 

Holiness is Truth;unholiness is untruth. Just as God is utterly hostile to untruth, so He ishostile 

to unholiness.Unholiness always causes disharmony, uncleaness, injury and chaos and 

bringsinto the creation, that God “made very good”, a foulness and filthiness whichruins the 

beauty and wonder of His creation. 

 3) Righteousness and Justice. 

God is incapable of “neutrality” in the face of unholiness. This featuredistinguishes the God of 

the Christian Faith from the Greek and Roman deities,who were nothing more than “deified” 

human beings. Immorality and drunkennessamongst the gods themselves rendered them neutral 

to unholiness. 
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God‟s is impelled to take retaliatory action in the face of sin. He isnot a good-natured, old-

fashioned courteous gentleman who mind‟s His ownbusiness. God is no Deist! The Universe 

and the creation are God‟s business,He cannot adopt a neutral attitude toward that which he has 

made with suchloving care. (i) Righteousness. There is a close relationship between theholiness 

and righteousness of God. His righteousness is seen in history, inthe government of the world 

and in the providential guidance of Israel. It isrevealed throughout Creation, for example, 

consider the “rightness” ofmathematical equations and the “righteousness” (ie. motive and 

attitude) ofGod in His actions. He deals “righteously” with each man. It is significantthat in 

Scripture God‟s remunerative justice is much more prominent than Hisretributive justice.God is 

“righteous” in that His judgement is impartial (Job.13:6-12 etc), andHe shows no favour and 

does not take bribes.(Deut.1O:17) In Hisrighteousness God recognizes the justice of the 

righteous andcauses it to be brought out into the light. God is righteous because Heprotects the 

pious (Ps.7:9), helps them (Ps.31:1), answers them (Ps.65.5) andhears them.(Ps.143:1) He 

forgives because of His righteousness and thisrighteousness involves deeds of redemption, 

salvation and deliverance. 

Righteousness is usually a „forensic‟ or legal concept. In the OT the mostimportant task and the 

most impressive evidence of righteousness is seen inthe protection of the oppressed, as well as 

the deliverance of the needy. 

The “righteousness” of salvation does not consist entirely of outwardblessings “...but especially 

in this, that God grants His people forgivenessof sins, that He pours His Spirit into their hearts, 

that He grants them a newheart and that He writes His law in their hearts...God will be their God 

inthe fullest sense, and they in like manner will be His people (Is.43:25;Ezek.11:19; 36:25;)” 

(Bavinck,ibid.,p.218) 

 (ii) Justice. The concept of justice is important, around itcentres the reason for, manner of, and 

necessity for, the Penal Atonement ofChrist. The problem of sin, of man‟s relationship to sin 

and to othersinner‟s, to social, political and cultural factors and the sinner to Godrelationship, 

centres in this pivotal concept of Justice.(a) A cultural interpretation of justice. In our culture 

„just‟ and‟justice‟ have become pawn words used in political game-fighting. The termsare often 

related to social issues, such as the demand for war on poverty andthe urge to rid the system of 

“inequities”. The emphasis has been on “action”(which is obviously necessary), rather than on 

objective, legal and penalprescriptions.A leading black theologian, James H.Cone suggests that: 

“If black theologiansand clergy...had been more reflective about fusing black theology and 

blackpower...we would not have overlooked the need to place it within the worshipand 

organizational life of independent black churches...” (J.H.Cone.For MyPeople.Black Theology 

and the Black Church.Skotaville Publishers,l985,p.113)On a more strident note Leo Tolstoy, 

speaking about a closely relatedsubject, the Law, says “Laws are rules, made by people who 

govern by means oforganized violence, for non-compliance with which the non-complier 

issubjected to blows, to loss of liberty, or even to being murdered.”(GeorgeWoodcock.The 

Anarchist Reader.Fotana/Collins, 1977.Article entitled “ TheViolence of Laws” by Leo 

Tolstoy,p.117) 

Contemporary issues color ideas so that words like “justice and law” aregiven a twist never 

intended in the original and certainly not in biblicalusage. 

(b) Old Testament. Where the English words “just” or “justice” occurone of two Hebrew words 

can usually be found. The first is “mishpat”which occurs over 4OO times in the OT and covers 

judicial functions such aslitigation, a judicial decision, or the execution of a judgement. 

The second word is “sadaq”. These words suggest that definite moraland ethical norms exist, 

and that actions in harmony with those norms are”just”. Actions not in harmony are classed as 

unjust and constitute injustice.(c) New Testament. The concept of justice is expressed by 

“dikaios”, whichmeans “just”, “upright”, “righteous”. Words in this family reflect the 

Hebrewword “sadaq”. The NIV translators inevitably chose the word “righteous” toexpress the 

meaning of “dikaios”, instead of “just.” Three key passages hereare: Rom.3:24-25; 1.John.1:9; 2 

Th.1:6. These passages and various thoughtsalready expressed will be examined. 

II. GOD IS JUST. (i) As Governor of the universe and because of HisTrinitarian Godhood of 

Justice, God is morally bound to condemn the guilty.This is not an abstract, philosophical idea. 
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“Justice, is rootedin the very nature of God, and his character is the (only) true norm 

orstandard.”(L.O.Richards.Expository Dictionary of Bible Words.Zondervan,1985,p.369) 

(ii)There is a sense in which, as Dr.Broughton Knox points out,God‟s „mercy‟ and „justice‟ 

should be viewed as unrelated. In fact, the twoconcepts are mutually exclusive...Mercy is a 

completely different categoryfrom justice.” (D.Broughton Knox.The Everlasting God.Lancer 

Books,1988,p.1O9)Before elaborating on Dr.Knox‟s excellent insight I must say that I have 

an”a-priori” problem here. This view appears to question the Unity, Simplicityand Indivisibility 

of God‟s Nature and Being and the interdependentfunctioning of His Attributes. I am sure 

Dr.Knox did not intend, to set „mercyand justice‟ against one other, or that he intended 

questioning thefunctioning of God as a harmonious Unity. 

The sub-conscious, underlying thought Knox is trying to convey is a crucialand necessary one 

that ultimately concerns the Penal Atonement. God governsHimself, on the basis of Mercy, but 

He also governs Himself by Justice. 

God being “Just”, determines that the sinner, a rebel, must pay the ultimatepenalty. The decision 

is not arbitrary, capricious, or malignant. It isfundamental to justice (or justice would cease to 

exist as REAL Justice) andto his Godhood (or He would cease to be God) 

As God‟s justice flows from His Being and Godhood he dare not overlook sin.There are certain 

things God cannot do, He cannot lie, cheat, causedeliberate pain, or cease to be omnipotent and 

“full of Grace”. These areABSOLUTE IMPOSSIBILITIES. 

The concept of God‟s justice implies boundaries and borders which God cannottraverse. At its 

deepest level the issues involved are moral and ethical. 

When God said to Adam and Eve that they would “...surely die.” if they atefrom the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil (Gen.2:17), He left noloopholes indicating that He might alter the 

rules at a later date, orthat if they disobeyed they would simply be reprimanded. 

Have you considered the extraordinary severity of the punishment meted out byGod? No one 

was murdered or physically abused, there were no domesticquarrels, hatred or animosity, 

savagery or brutality, yet this first act ofdisobedience led to the total downfall of Man and 

creation. 

The greater the sin, the greater the offense to God and the greater theblemish on his Glory. 

Adam and Eve challenged God‟s Godhood, Supremacy andBeing. For the first time man had 

taken the law into his own hands and hadchallenged God‟s Law, Authority and place in the 

Cosmos. 

God will not allow this: “ I am the Lord...I will not give my glory toanother...” (Is.42:8) and “ I 

will not yield my glory to another..”(Is.48:11)God‟s justice is final. It is true that God created a 

solution founded on thebasis of “mercy” and “grace”, but His justice did not retreat in any way. 

Thefact that Christ had to DIE proves that.III. THE AUTONOMOUS MAN. 1) The Final 

reference PointPrior to Adam‟s sin, he and Eve had only ONE FINAL REFERENCE POINT, 

and thatwas God, God‟s thinking (epistemology), God‟s plans, and God‟s 

Purposes.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxIS THIS PARAGRAPH NECESSARY? D.FITZ-PATRICK 19.4.91 

(We do not know how long the “days” were in the Garden. I do NOTbelieve in either Evolution 

or Theistic Evolution, but I do have aproblem of just how long the various days were. I would 

be last inqueue to say that they were not 24 hours each (for God isOmnipotent), but I would not 

be first in the queue either. The lastword on the lengths of the day has not been spoken. I believe 

in aninfallibly, totally inerrant (in every realm, not just “faith andpractice”) authoritative Bible. 

So, that is not the point. Thepoint is in the realm of 

“interpretation.”)xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

In the totality of their thinking, living, feeling and willing they had oneguide or reference point. 

With the Fall all this changed dramatically. 

In life there are many reference points, one‟s desires, one‟s wife‟s, one‟sbusiness management 

rules, one‟s culture and racial traditions, classstructure and so on. The position is complicated 
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by the fact that thesinful nature predominates throughout.To quote Cornelius Van Til: “For sin 

is that by which men seek to interpretfacts apart from the revelation of God. The sinner seeks a 

criterion of truthand knowledge independent of the revelation.” (C.Van Til. A ChristianTheory 

of Knowledge.Presbyterian and Reformed,1969,p.33) 

 2) The heart of the Matter.Through the fall of Adam, men and women have set aside the Law of 

theirCreator. The vacuum, in man‟s own judgement, has been filled with his own law.Man has 

become subject only to himself and the laws he has 

made.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxPERHAPS THIS PASSAGE COULD BE OMITTED? DFP 19.4.91Let me use a modern 

singer, Barbra Streisand, as an example. She is a strong-willed, independent kind of personality. 

When she was still fairly young inshow business she had a stage manageress who told her to 

stop chewing chewing-gum while on stage!So being who she was she defied her by sticking it 

under her chair orto the roof of her mouth! She said: “Sometimes gum is right. It‟s adefiance. 

Like, I‟II always say, „I‟m not gonna do nothing.‟ Andsomebody will say, „You mean 

�anything.‟� And I‟II say, „No, I mean�nothing.� �I‟m not gonna do nothing.”� ( 

S.Considine.BarbraStreisand. Arrow Books,1987,p.1O.Italics is author‟s)I am simply using this 

as an illustration, but do you see how itillustrates the earlier theological 

statements?xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxx------------------------------------------------------------------------------Humanity, since 

the fall, has assumed God‟s defining, legislative andexecutive powers. We define, outline and 

execute our own man made laws andhave attempted to fill the vacuum ourselves.Paul Johnson, 

speaking about the “intellectuals” and their influence duringlast 2OO years, says “ For the first 

time in human history, and withgrowing confidence and audacity, men arose to assert that they 

could diagnosethe ills of society and cure them with their own unaided 

intellects:...”(P.Johnson.Intellectuals.Weidenfeld and Nicolson,1988,p.1)What does this mean in 

practical terms?IV. THE ANGER OF GOD. 1) Revealed. Prof. Leon Morris points out that man 

is so sinfulthat even God‟s “anger against sin “ has to be revealed. Morris quotesRom.1:18 “ 

The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all thegodlessness and wickedness of 

men...” He says: “ Paul does not speak of hisviews on the wrath of God as a result of his 

personal evaluation of thesituation...It is something that is „revealed‟.” (L.M.Morris. TheCross 

in the New Testament Paternoster Press. no date p.191.) 

 2) God‟s Anger. To quote Prof. Morris again, this concept is notonly uncongenial, but is 

explained away as being an impersonal expression ofwrath, meant to point us to a process of 

cause and effect, in which a wrathfulGod is not personally active. (Morris,ibid.,189)This does 

not do justice to God who is, after all, personally touched by ourbreaking His Law. Yet, even 

Christians find this teaching uncongenial.Prof.C.H.Dodd, in his Commentary on Romans, 

suggests that Paul uses the wordorge (anger or wrath) “in a curiously impersonal way” 

(J.R.W.Stott.The Crossof Christ. Inter Varsity Press, 1986,p.1O3) His argument is that when 

Pauluses the word anger, God is not included in the statement. Yet “grace” issometimes used 

without reference to God (Rom.5.2O-21) and we do not”depersonalize” that word! 

(Stott,ibid.,p.1O5)This hostile reaction to God‟s anger results from a tendency to equate 

ouranger with that of God. Our anger, even when justified, contains elements ofimpure human 

hostility, indignation, self-righteousness and bitterness. Weimagine that God‟s wrath is the 

same. Far from it. His anger is pure, notarbitrary, uninhibited, vengeful, malicious or 

vindictive.I must comment briefly on that oft-used, but rather shallow statement”God hates sin, 

but loves the sinner”. Sin and the sinner are not separateentities. Jn.3:16 is clear about God‟s 

love for sinners, but this lovedoes not exclude anger. Exod.4:l4 says that His “...anger burned 

againstMoses...”. . 3) Metaphors of God‟s Anger. Sin, says John Stott, cannotapproach God; 

neither can God tolerate sin in His presence. Stott suggestsseveral Biblical metaphors to 

illustrate mutual intolerance. The firstmetaphor is height. God is often described as “God most 

high” (Gen,14:18-22;Ps.7:17 and 9:2), indicating transcendence. The second is distance, as in 

theincident when God came down on Mount Sinai and told Moses to put limits aroundthe base 

so that the people should not come too near.The third and fourth metaphors are light and fire. 

Both discourage closeapproach. Brilliant light blinds and God “...lives in unapproachable 

light,whom no one has seen or can see “(1 Tim.6:16) Fire too keeps one at adistance, “...for our 

God is a consuming fire” (Heb.12:29)The fifth is found, inter alia, in Rev.3:16. The Greek word 
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for “spit”is “emeo” which literally means to vomit. As Stott says:” The picture may beshocking, 

but its meaning is clear. God cannot tolerate or digest sin...”(Stott,ibid.,p.1O8) 4) The 

Seriousness of it all.Let me end with a quote from John Stott “ The kind of God who appeals to 

mostpeople today would be easygoing in his tolerances of our offences. He would 

be...accommodating... even in the church we seem to have lost the vision of themajesty of 

God...In public worship our habit is to slouch...It is morecharacteristic of us to clap our 

hands...than blush with shame or tears.”(Stott,ibid.,p.1O9)We need to hear again the Apostle 

Peter‟s sobering words: “Since you call on aFather who judges each man‟s work impartially, 

live your lives in reverentfear.” ( 1 Pet.1:17)(Stott,ibid.,pp.1O8-1O9) 

 __________________________________________ 

 QUESTIONS 

 1. Why are Holiness and Righteousness foundational to God‟s Being? 2. Write an essay on the 

Justice of God. 3. What does Scripture teach us about the Anger of God and the seriousness of 

it?FIRST EDIT 7.6.91 DFP COURSE NO:OO5 
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I. THE CONTROVERSY OVER GOD‟S NEED FOR SATISFACTION 1) Criticisms leveled 

at the idea of God‟s need for “satisfaction” 2) Right and WrongII. SATISFYING THE DEVIL 

1) Early Church views about Satan (i) Satan credited with too much power. (ii) The Cross seen 

as a Divine Transaction with the Devil. (iii) Deception 2) The Devil‟s Real DefeatIII. THE 

BASIS OF PUNISHMENT 1) Why did Christ have to die in order to achieve satisfaction for 

sins? 2) Satisfaction, Substitution and Punishment 3) Our sin deserves death 4) Checkmate?IV. 

THE PERFECTION OF SATISFACTION 1) Real History 2) We made no contribution to the 

satisfaction 3) Christ made “satisfaction” once and for allI. CONTROVERSIAL 1) Criticism. 

Few words in the Christian vocabulary haveraised more criticism than the words “satisfaction 

“and “substitution.”Why, it is asked, does a God of love require “satisfaction” before he canlove 

and forgive. Why did Christ have to die such a terrible death to satisfyGod. Are such ideas not 

unworthy of God?Sir Alistair Hardy, formerly Linacre Professor of Zoology at Oxfordexpressed 

“...his inability to come to terms with the „crude‟ beliefshe thought „so many orthodox 

churchmen‟ entertain. “(John Stott.TheCross Of Christ. Inter-Varsity Press,1986,111) He went 

on to add thathe could not accept the hypothesis that the appalling death of Jesuswas a sacrifice 

in the eyes of God for the sins of the world.God thinks and acts differently to us. To the 

unregenerate the cross is an”offense” (Gal.5:11), and the preaching of the cross is 

“foolishness”(1 Cor.1.18,23,27) Yet in First Corinthians Paul calls it God‟s “wisdom” 

and”power” (1 Cor. 1:18, 21, 23, 25, 3O)The Fall caused man‟s thinking, understanding and 

epistemology to becomewarped, particularly, as far as spiritual, moral and ethical matters 

areconcerned. The sinner is unable to distinguish truth from untruth.This explains the difference 

in Sir Alistair Hardy‟s understandingof the cross (“an appalling death”), and that of Christians 

who “glory in thecross”. In spiritual terms the non-Christian‟s views are a complete reversalof 

those of the Christian. 2) Right and Wrong. The main questions are: who and what isright? Do 

the words “satisfaction” and “substitution” adequately express theconcept of satisfying God? 

What is satisfaction? What are God‟s demands forsatisfaction? How is it to be made and who 

could do it? How would he know whatto do? And where? And why do it at all? Let‟s take a 

closer look thesequestions? 

II. SATISFYING THE DEVIL. 

 1) The Early Church. The theory that it was the devil whomade the cross necessary was 

widespread in the early Church. Some were unwisein the emphasis given to the power of the 

Devil, who was seen as a majortyrant, the lord of sin and death. It was believed that mankind 

wascaptive to sin, guilt and the devil. These conclusions were faulty. (i) The Devil was credited 

with too much power. The devil wascredited with more power than he has. He was portrayed as 

a rebel, robber andusurper. The early church “...tended to speak as if he had acquired 

certain‟rights‟ over man which even God himself was under an obligation to 

satisfyhonourably.” (J.Stott,ibid,p.113)Centuries later the idea of the power of the Devil still 

haunted Medieval andRenaissance painters. This is seen particularly in the paintings ofAlbrecht 

Durer (1471-1528) e.g. “The Knight, Death and the Devil” (1513) 

 (ii) Divine Transaction. Some early Christians thoughtof the cross as a transaction with the 

Devil. It was the ransom price paid torelease sinners from their captivity to him. (iii) Deception. 

Some went further, suggesting that theDevil deceived himself or was deceived. Although in the 

case of sinners he”holds the power of death” (Heb.2:14), he had no power or authority over 

thesinless Christ.They maintained that Satan had hounded Christ to death under the guise of 

theJewish and Roman authorities and in so doing over-reached himself by causinginnocent 

blood to be spilt. Having abused his power, Satan was thence forthdeprived of it. 

Origen, one of the Church Fathers, was the first to teach unequivocally thatthe death of Jesus 

was both a ransom-price paid to the Devil and the means ofhis deception and overthrow. 

(Stott,ibid., p.113) 
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 2) The Devil‟s Real Defeat. Such theology is non-Christiansince it ignores Satan‟s defeat on the 

cross. F.E.Marsh puts it thisway: “ Satan seemed to overwhelm Christ when he focussed all the 

powersof darkness upon him at the cross. But he was only bruising the heelof Christ. Christ by 

means of that very death has overwhelmed the powerof darkness...” (F.E. Marsh. Why did 

Christ Die? Kregel Publications,1985,p.127) 

Paul says:” Having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a publicspectacle of them, 

triumphing over them by the cross.”(Col. 2:15) The word”disarmed” basically means 

“stripped”, like someone stripping for combat. 

“Dr.Maclaren remarks: „We see the whole process before our eyes - thevictor stripping his 

prisoners of their clothes, of arms and ornamentsand dress, then parading them as his captives, 

and then dragging themat the wheels of his triumphant car (chariot)‟ The powers of hell 

aredegraded and humiliated by the death of Christ..He stooped to conquer,and he conquered by 

means of his stoop.” (Marsh,ibid.,p.129) 

III. THE BASIS OF PUNISHMENT 

 1) Why did Christ have to die to achieve satisfaction?We saw at the beginning of this Chapter 

that the words “satisfaction” and”substitution” have been severely criticised. We then saw that 

the concept ofpaying satisfaction to the Devil was pure heresy. 

“ We deny,” says John Stott,” that the devil has any rights over uswhich God is obliged to 

satisfy. Consequently, any notion of Christ‟sdeath as a necessary transaction with...the devil is 

ruled out.”(Stott, op.cit.,p.114) 

I now want to come back to a theme touched on earlier as it is closelylinked to both 

“satisfaction” and “substitution”. Christ, the Bible teachesus, is our “satisfaction and 

“substitution”. The insistent question is:why did He have to go through pain, suffering and 

death to achieve these twothings. Was there not an alternative path? 

 2) Satisfaction, Substitution and Punishment. In the finalanalysis “satisfaction and substitution” 

involves punishment. “ God made Himwho had no sin to be sin for us...”(2 Cor.5:21) and “ 

Christ redeemed us fromthe curse of the law by becoming a curse for us, for it is written: 

„Cursed iseveryone who is hung on a tree.‟”(Gal. 3:13) Bearing our sin and becoming acurse for 

us involved, inevitably, punishment. That was God‟s warning to Adam. 

This leads to yet a further question: on what grounds is punishment based?Answer: “The 

teaching of the Christian Faith is that punishment is based onthe concept of justice.” (D.B.Knox. 

Not By Bread Alone.Banner ofTruth,1989,p.45) 

Justice can be defined as giving everyone their due. The Bible makes it clearthat God acts on the 

basis of justice. Man is the only created object that Goddeals with in this manner, he does not 

deal with plants, trees, rocks, cellsor the stars on the basis of justice. This is because there is no 

moraldimension to them, only man has a moral dimension as he is made in the Imageof God. 

When considering punishment the question is always: “ What does the Crimedeserve?”3) Our 

sin deserves death. Christ suffered as a “substitute” and had toexperience death because this is 

what our sin deserved. 

The problem with those who oppose capital punishment, says Dr.Knox is thatthey concentrate 

on the „effect”, not the crime itself. “...the first thingto establish is, „What does the crime 

deserve?‟ In other words, we must lookback to the crime and not forward to the effects of the 

punishment on thecriminal.” (Knox,ibid.,p.47)This should always be our starting point. If we go 

wrong here, then wego wrong everywhere else. The humanist in the guise of social 

worker,penologist, psychiatrist and even judge, very often begins with theconsequences of the 

crime. 

One should examine the crime and the penal sanctions which the crime legallyand objectively 

deserves. Retribution is a necessary part of this type ofjustice, or it ceases to be justice. 4) 

Checkmate. Where does mercy fit into the picture? How, toparaphrase Paul, can God remain 

perfectly Just and completely Moral, havinglaid down that crime or sin is punishable, and yet 

find a way to be mercifuland gracious to sinners? 
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Does God bend the law slightly for the sinner to slip through? Does he”decide” to be merciful 

and ignore the law and punishment? Is His”Love” greater than his “Law”? Does He lower His 

standards of justiceand in so doing also lower the punishment clause? 

Does God out of love, kindness and charity let Adam off lightly,saying: “ Yes, I did say that the 

punishment for eating the fruit ofthe tree would be both physical and spiritual death, but you 

arefirst-offenders so I won‟t apply the full punishment this time, butthis is your last chance!” ? 

To every question in the last two paragraphs God‟s own Word is apainful but categorical “NO!” 

Is this the final checkmate? What of Paul‟sstatement:” But where sin increased, grace increased 

all the more.”(Rom.5:2O) Or, as the older translations have it: “ Where sin abounded, gracedid 

much more abound.” 

So we have arrived at this point: God‟s Law has been violated, along withHis justice and His 

wrath and anger are aroused. The result is the spiritualand physical death of sinners.Death must 

be overcome. God‟s anger must be placated and removed. Hisviolated justice must be satisfied 

totally. God‟s Law must be kept perfectly.His punishment must be born. 

The checkmate is that a sinner can do nothing about the above. He can onlybe punished. 

Someone had to be found equal to God‟s own moral dimension ofperfection (so that he would 

be acceptable to God), but he also had to have ahuman dimension to stand in the place of 

humanity (in order to be a”satisfactory substitute” for sinners who could not be their own 

“satisfactorysubstitute”) 

All this would have to occur without compromising God‟s Justice or, cheapeningHis mercy and 

grace. Both had to remain totally intact. 

In the next Chapter we will see how Christ “satisfied” the law, God‟shonour and justice and 

God himself, but before this we must stress thePerfection of this Satisfaction. 

IV. THE PERFECTION OF SATISFACTION. 1) Real History.What our Lord accomplished 

was strictly within the dimension and reality ofreal history. On the morning of his crucifixion, 

having prayed throughthe night, in all probability Christ would have carried out any 

`Jewishablutions‟ encumbent upon him as a male Jew. 

Although incalculable in terms of its spiritual dimensions the day of thecrucifixion was just 

another working day for thousand‟s of Jews. The sunrose. They had their breakfast and set 

about their business of the day. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTHIS COULD BE LEFT OUT ? DFP 23.4.91 

Women cleaned their homes, men went to their work in various parts ofJerusalem. There was 

banking, fish-selling, copper-pot making, the sacrificesat the temple, gossip, argument, 

discussion, trade agreements, selling andbuying and 

trading.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

The satisfaction paid on the cross is not supra-historical or existentialist-historical.At this point I 

must introduce you to a theological term which is central inGerman theological thinking and has 

had a great influence in the theologicalworld.The word “Heilsgeschichte”, means “Salvation-

History”. Oscar Cullmann, aSwiss, has been largely responsible for its content and meaning. He, 

in turn,was deeply affected by Barth and Bultmann. 

The “Salvation-History school says that the real significance of Scripture isthat it consists of 

“holy” history, not “real” history. The central deed inthis “holy” history is the coming of Jesus 

Christ, which is strongly linkedwith the second coming.The Christian should not be concerned 

with “real” history but “holy” history,which, as it were, rises above the real history, of a 

historical day ofcrucifixion, a historical death, a cross made of real wood and a realhistorical 

Resurrection. This is the supra-historical view that Prof. Murrayspoke of earlier. 

One must distinguish, in one‟s thinking, between the “Bible” and its “supra-above history-

salvation” and the Evangelical concept of the Word of God.”Faith” is not to be directed to a 
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Gospel grounded in real history, but to a”Christ” who functions in the realm of supra-history 

and with whom one has asubjective, existentialist “encounter”. 

What of God‟s Revelation in Scripture? Cullmann says that “...the biblicalaccounts of creation 

and the second coming are „myths‟. He is notcompletely willing to admit the reality of 

revelation as inscripturated,infallible truth.” (H.M.Conn. Contemporary World Theology. 

Presbyterian andReformed,1973,p.43) 

We will return to this topic of “Heilsgeschichte” in a later Chapter. 

 2) We made no contribution to the “Satisfaction”The “Satisfaction” made was done so 

independently of any contribution from us.” A work was perfected which antedates any and 

evey recognition or response onthe part of those who are its beneficiaries...The 

historical...events (such asthe Incarnation etc.)..in time cannot be erased...And what is true ...of 

theincarnation is true also of the redemption wrought. Both arehistorically located and neither is 

supra-historical.....”(J.Murray. Redemption-Accomplished and Applied. Eerdmans,1955,p.61) 

 3) Christ made satisfaction once and for all 

We must refer to the Roman Catholic position in which Christ is sacrificed allover again at 

every Mass. The Evangelical position is that Christ madesatisfaction only once, at a certain 

point in time and at a definitegeographical location. “ He sacrificed for their sins once for all 

when heoffered himself.” (Heb.7:27) It was a once-for-all-Satisfaction. We willreturn to this 

point in a later Chapter. 

Scripture tells us that Christ occupied the offices of Prophet, Priest andKing. In rendering 

Satisfaction Christ was acting in his Priestly office. Inthis capacity he functioned in a dual role. 

As Priest he offered himself assatisfaction („the slain Lamb‟), and as Priest he is now our Great 

High Priestinterceding for us before the Father (Heb.7:26-27 and Heb.9:24 respectively) 

This „finality‟ is of immense encouragement to Christians. It means,(i) the Christian‟s salvation 

is a finality, he need never worry about again.The Mass is therefore a futile repetition of 

something that was finalized andaccomplished 2,OOO years ago. The Son has “satisfied” the 

Father once. Tocontinue sacrificing Christ casts doubt on the original efficacy andperfection of 

Christ‟s once for all sacrifice. 

(ii) If the sacrifice is continually repeated then we have not, in principle,moved any further than 

the OT sacrificial system. The whole, built-inpresupposition of Christ‟s coming and rendering 

full satisfaction isthat the sacrifice of the thousands upon thousands of animals would 

bereplaced with the Sacrifice and Satisfaction of the One, Single Lamb,who when he died put 

an end to the constant sacrifices (Heb..7:26-27;9:6; 1O:1-8; 7:26-27;8:8;9:12) 

(iii) I close with a quote from Prof.Murray: “ Christ discharged thedebt of sin. He bore our sins 

and purged them. He did not make a tokenpayment...Our debts are not cancelled; they are 

liquidated. Christprocured redemption and therefore he secured it.” (Murray,ibid.,p.65) 

Christ‟s satisfaction was final and complete. 

 _________________________________ 

 QUESTIONS 

 l. Give, in your own words, the reasons why as Evangelicals we do not accept the concept of 

Christ paying some sort of “Satisfaction to the Devil.” 2. What is the “ Basis for Punishment ? “ 

3. Would you agree with the statement that this Satisfaction is Perfect? Give reasons for your 

answers. 

 

 COURSE NO:OO5 
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 SATISFACTION FOR SIN PART TWO 

 

. THE INTRINSIC WORTH OF CHRIST‟S SATISFACTION 

 1) Inherent Integrity of Christ‟s Godhood 

 2) Christ‟s own Claims (i) His Actions (ii) His Claims (iii) His Life (iv) Pride (v) Presumption 

II. CHRIST SATISFIED THE DEMANDS OF THE LAW OF GOD 

 1) The Law must be Upheld 

 2) Lawlessness 

 3) Christ‟s Satisfaction of the Law (i) Key Verse (ii) Obedience 

III. SATISFYING THE JUSTICE OF GOD 

 1) Outline 

 2) What is meant by Justice? 

 3) Vindicatory Justice 

 4) No Satisfaction - No Pardon 

IV. HUGO GROTIUS 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

I. THE INTRINSIC WORTH OF CHRIST‟S SATISFACTION. 

 1) Inherent integrity of Christ‟s Godhood. “ Thisperfection of the satisfaction of Christ...(is 

due)..principally tothe infinite dignity of his person.” (C.Hodge.Systematic 

Theology.Vol.Two.Eerdmans,1952 ed.p.483) 

Jesus was not merely a „good man‟, He was a man with a righteousnessand perfection both 

equal and superior to that of Adam‟s. In the world ofideas an idea can be illustrated by use 

analogy. We say of a particularlybrilliant and perceptive man that he has a mind like a steeltrap 

or of a vainperson that he or she is as vain as a peacock. 

One cannot draw analogies between Christ‟s human perfection and anythingelse, certainly 

nothing human. All men and objects are tainted. The Fall hasleft nothing untouched by sin in 

some form or other. An „analogy‟ does notnecessarily constitute „proof‟ either. It is merely 

drawing a likenessbetween two objects. 

In a sense an analogy would give an incorrect idea of Christ since hisintegrity and worthiness 

flows from his Godhood, and what can possibly belikened to or equal it. The very thought is 

sacrilegious. 

 2) Christ‟s own Claims. A man‟s claims must be backed byhis character and morality, he is no 

more in practice than he is inhis being and nature. An interesting point to be made is that sooner 

orlater a man‟s true nature will manifest itself publicly. He may make greatclaims and may fool 

people for some time, but he cannot hide the reality ofhis nature. 
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In a time of testing, of strained relationships, of stress at work the”real” John Smith will 

publicly reveal himself for what he “really”is. 

The principle is that no man can be more than the reality of his nature. Incertain situations 

“nature” will always take precedence over the public Image.This has been painfully brought 

home to Evangelicals by the moral failure ofleading Churchmen both in the USA and 

elsewhere. 

The classic example of congruence between being and nature is provided by ourLord Jesus 

Christ. If you‟ll pardon the contradictory expression: He was whatHe was because He was what 

He was! The extraordinary statements and claims Hemade must be seen against his “real moral 

and ethical nature”. When we dothis we find no conflict between the public “image” and the 

private, inner”nature.” 

 (i) Christ‟s actions , were extraordinary! He drove out theanimals and money changers from the 

temple, saying “Get these out of here!How dare you turn my Father‟s house into a market.” 

(Jn.2:16) He describedhimself as the “Light come into the world”(3:19) and spoke of himself as 

the”living water” (4:1O) He mainted that he could give “eternal life” (4:13) andalso claimed to 

be “the Messiah” (4:26) 

 (ii) Christ‟s claims. He claimed that no one could come to Godexcept through Him (6:65) He 

also claimed that His teaching was fromGod (7:16-18) If God were really your Father you 

would recognize andaccept me (8:42) He claimed to be God:”...before Abraham was born, I 

am.”(8:58) 

 (iii) His Life. When you examine Christ‟s nature and life thereis no suggestion of those 

characteristics of personality and cultic statusafforded leaders of cults. 

 (iv) Pride. In Christ there is no spiritual or intellectualpride. When set against the ethos of 

Christ‟s personality and nature theclaims and statements he made seem perfectly natural, 

genuine and valid.Coming from another‟s lips they would be blasphemous. When one becomes 

aChristian and the Holy Spirit indwells and teaches one, one cannot imagineChrist not saying 

them! 

 (v) Presumption. In 1954 Sun Myung Moon founded the “HolySpirit Association for the 

Unification of World Christianity”. Heproclaims the belief that he is “The Lord of the Second 

Advent.” 

Judge Rutherford of the Jehovah‟s Witnesses presented himself as”God‟s chosen vessel.” The 

late L.Ron Hubbard placed his authorityabove that of Scripture. Guru Maharaj Ji presented 

himself as the”perfect master.” Meher Baba of the Bahai cult says plainly:”There isno doubt of 

my being God personified...I am the Christ.”(D.Breese.Know the Marks of Cults.Victor 

Books,1986,pp.45-46) 

None of these men fulfilled their promises. In the historical documents ofthe NT Gospels and 

Epistles our Lord lived, worked, spoke, and behaved asMessiah, He fulfilled all His promises. 

Jesus was not lionized in the way in which many cultic leaders are. Our Lordrefused to be 

crowned king by the crowds and as far as he could refusedpraise „since he knew what was in the 

heart of man.‟ One reads of the fabulouscars and houses cult leaders possess. Jesus, quite 

literally had nothingexcept the clothes and sandals he wore. 

Jesus entire attitude was a unique blend of humility and authority. Hisrelationship with his 

disciples was noteworthy. The normal pattern would beone of subservience and subjugation to 

“The Master”, every wish would beobseqiously pandered to. 

The working relationship between Christ and his disciples was quitedifferent. One senses their 

awe and worship, but equally a robustnessthat allows them to express their feelings openly 

without obseqioussubjugation. 

Christ was not a mystic seeking “special” attention, nor was he the „JimJones‟ type who builds 

an organization around himself, with his followersenslaved to him and so psychologically 

dependent upon him that when heleaves the organization collapses. 
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The Satisfaction Jesus paid arose from His own intrinsic worth as the Son ofGod and from his 

inherent Godhood. These aspects were manifest in His growthin the grace of God, during his 

early years, in his Godliness, MoralPerfection, Psychological Balance, Sobermindedness, 

Graciousness, AbsoluteIntegrity and Compassionate Nature. 

We move from a consideration of His Worthiness to the Satisfaction itself. 

II. CHRIST SATISFIED THE DEMANDS OF THE LAW OF GOD. 

 1) The Law must be Upheld. The law cannot be separated from thenature of God, it is an 

expression of His nature and being. Just as God cannotchange His nature, so He cannot alter His 

law, His law flows out of Hisunchangeable nature. 

God cannot reduce the law‟s penalty for transgression as this would involvean adjustment to his 

nature. God is God, the law the law and the penaltyunalterable. 

When using the word “law” I refer to the Moral Law as summed up in the TenCommandments, 

and also to the various moral and ethical laws, decrees,statutes, and commands found scattered 

throughout Psalms, Proverbs, theProphets and embodied in the general principles of the NT. I 

do not refer tothe civil, social, governmental and hygenic laws of Israel. 

To satisfy God‟s demands, which flow from his nature, His laws must be kept.This is logical 

since He is our Creator as well being the Creator of His laws. 

 2) Lawlessness. The problem is: the Creator has made rules tobe obeyed but men and women 

have disobeyed and broken these rules. As theApostle John says: “sin is lawlessness” (1.John 

3:4) Every man, woman andchild (from the age of accountability) is therefore “lawless”. 

I came across an interesting passage relating to the life of Daniel Rowland,whom God used 

greatly in 1740 revival in Wales. It is pertinent to our topic. 

Northern Wales was hostile to the Gospel. Both clergy and laity wereimplicated in this hostility. 

The indomitable Rowland travelled north to theLlyen Peninsula to meet this challenge. 

At one place the use of the church was denied him, so he preached fromthe steps of the 

churchyard gate. “As he spoke of Christ‟s willingnessto render perfect obedience, which God‟s 

holy Law required, there was ageneral commotion among the crowd...” (E.Evans.Daniel 

Rowland.Bannerof Truth,1985,p.236) The commotion was caused by the Holy Spirit‟s 

powerfalling upon the people and causing them to realize that they were “lawless”,having 

broken God‟s laws. 

God cannot tolerate “lawlessness”, and so the sinner acquires the Penaltyautomatically attached 

to the breaking of the law. 

Salvation is firmly grounded in the “keeping” or the “satisfying” of thedemands of God‟s law. If 

the law reflects the dignity, holiness and justice ofGod‟s nature, and if his dignity is to be 

upheld, then his law must also beupheld, its dignity defended and upheld and its just penalties 

paid. Only thusis the law of God “satisfied.” 

John Stott reinforces this idea by citing from Henry Wace, Dean ofCanterbury from 19O3-24: 

“...a law which can be broken without an adequatepenalty , is no law at all; and it is 

inconceivable that God‟s moral law canbe violated without entailing consequences of the most 

terrible kind...Godcannot abolish that moral constitution of things which he has 

established.”(J.Stott. The Cross of Christ. Inter Varsity Press, 1986, pp.115-116) 

 3) Christ‟s Satisfaction of the Law. 

 (i) Key Verse. A key verse here is found in the Gospel ofJohn: “Now remain in my love. If you 

obey my commands, you will remain in mylove, just as I have obeyed my Father‟s commands 

and remain in his love.”(John 15:1O.) 

The following emerges from this verse: 

 (a) The word “remain” seems to suggest that the love betweenthe Father and the Son was an 

ongoing, permanent experience. 
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It is not unreasonable to infer that this love included the love between themembers of the 

Trinity. If our Lord was aware of the “glory” he shared withthe father “before the world began” 

(Jn.17:5), then he would also be aware ofthe “love” they shared. 

 (b) An important point to note is that the love between themembers of the Trinity was based on 

HARMONY OF WILL. Harmony of will is themutual sharing and continuous action of abiding 

by certain mutually acceptableprinciples. 

The Three members carry out their different functions and offices within theboundaries and 

ethos of One Set of principles and rules eternally and mutuallyagreed upon. 

It is NOT suggested that the members of the Trinity at some point negotiated amutually 

agreeable set of rules. Because of their mutual and eternal Godhoodthe boundaries and 

principles have always just been there. The “Harmony ofWill” is really an “Eternal Harmony of 

Love” 

 (ii) Obedience. The „obedience to God‟s commands‟mentioned in the verse above, refers not 

only to an Eternal Harmony of Willcharacteristic of an Eternal Trinity, but also and perhaps 

more pertinently,to Christ‟s obedience in human form. Here the following must be noted. 

 (a) Our Lord obeyed the law both negatively (in thesense of not doing anything wrong) and 

positively ( vindicatory obedience) inthat he did everything right. 

 (b) Vindicatory obedience is of crucial importance to usbecause it is also the meritorious 

obedience which is the basis for ourjustification. 

Hodge puts it well: “It follows from this that the satisfaction of Christ hasall the value which 

belongs to the ...obedience of the eternal Son of God, andhis righteousness... (and)..is infinitely 

meritorious.” (Hodge, op.cit.,p.483.Italics mine) 

The words “value”, “righteousness” and “meritorious” are related. Thekeeping of God‟s law, 

perfectly, has a “value” and a “merit” which isthe “righteousness” imputed to or credited to the 

sinner, as if he hadkept the law perfectly himself. 

What the sinner has not done (kept the law) is credited to him as if he haddone it; he is seen by 

the Father as having kept the law in detail, notbecause he has but because God has done it for 

him in and through Christ. 

 (c) Christ became our Representative and Substitution. Why?Because God‟s law is immutable. 

It had to be kept perfectly, withoutexception, to satisfy the keeping and Keeper of the law. 

 (d) Christ lived a perfect life, and this is called His”active” obedience. He also died a perfect 

death in our place, and that iscalled His “passive” obedience. 

John Stott is correct when he suggests that the adjectives “active” and”passive” are inexact. 

“His obedience to the Father‟s will is one and thesame, whether in His conduct or mission, His 

life or death.” (Stott, op.cit.,p.116. Italics mine) 

The value, says Stott, of using two terms “...is that we then distinguishbetween his fulfilling the 

demands of the law and his enduring thecondemnation of the law.”(Stott, ibid., p.116. Italics 

mine) 

One must be careful not to think of this “double obedience” as two separateentities that bear no 

relation to one other. How, for example, would oneclassify The Temptation of Christ? It seems 

to contain both elements. 

III. SATISFYING THE JUSTICE OF GOD. 

 1) Outline. “Justice” does not simply mean rectitude oruprightness of character. Biblical justice 

is not the same thing as humanintegrity. 

A more complex definition includes, (i) distributive justice (ie.a life somorally good and 

excellent that it involves the distribution of rewards,(thisis unachievable on earth), (ii) 

retributive justice (ie.a life so lacking inmoral excellence that it involves retribution or 

punishment. We know this isour due as sinners) This latter form of justice is known as 

“vindicatory”justice. 
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A sinner incurs a debt and a penalty. Something must be done to make good thedebt. A man 

having stolen R1OO must repay it. The vacuum created by the theftmust be filled and the 

penalty incurred, as punishment for the crime must bepaid. Hence the concept of “retribution”. 

 2) What is meant by Justice? “Justice” is that action ofGod, whereby he rewards the Righteous 

(in this case only Christ), andpunishes those in debt to the law and applies a penalty to them (all 

men andwomen) 

It should be borne in mind that in the development of our argument: (i) We arestill in the realm 

of theological theory and (ii) we are speaking about thenon-believer, not the Christian, who 

while under „debt‟ and „penalty‟ of sindiscovers, through the Holy Spirit, that Christ has “paid” 

both and sohas satisfied the justice of God. 

 3) Vindicatory Justice. Hodge poses the important question:”Does the attribute of vindicatory 

justice belong to God? Does his infinitemoral excellence require that sin should be punished on 

account of its owndemerit..? “ (Hodge,op.cit.,p.489) 

To answer Hodge‟s question we ask another question: Is God a Just Godoperating on the full 

and total foundation of Justice, with all that thatimplies? 

The answer can only be yes. Why? Perhaps one way to get to the nub ofthis question is to 

belabour the difference between Man‟s Forgivenessand God‟s Forgiveness. A foreman, an 

executive or a businessman may havediscretionary powers to „forgive‟, „reprimand‟ or impose a 

„penalty‟ as hesees fit. His mandate would extend to moral and ethical issues. 

The executive is not bound by an absolute law, his task is to balance „thelaws of the company‟ 

with pragmatic compassion. If he fired everyone who‟sinned‟ against the company, shortly he 

would have no staff. (Of course someissues can only be resolved by termination of employment, 

deliberate fraudbeing a case in point) 

Our executive can be flexible because he, like the recalcitrant, is fallibleand the company‟s laws 

are usually reasonably flexible enough (they are notabsolutes” as God‟s are) to compensate for 

this. The expertise of a personmay be lost by firing him, company morale may suffer in the face 

of rigidityand inflexibility. At all levels `sinful‟ human beings are involved in theoperations of 

the company. 

God‟s Forgiveness for the breaking of His law is a more complex issue anddiffers radically 

from the “discretionary flexibility” approach of theexecutive. The most significant difference is 

in (i) the Nature of God, and(ii) the nature of the law. With regard to His law God, because he 

knows ONLYPerfection, has a settled indignation and hostility to anything other than Hislaw 

because (iii) that law, like himself, is Absolute and never relative.This leads us to our next point. 

 4) No satisfaction - No Pardon. This is the dilemma facingPaul in the first chapters of Romans. 

How can God “...be just and the one whojustifies...” (Rom.3:26) ? He loves sinners (Jn.3:16), 

but before Him standsthe glacial rock of his Absolute law which cannot be breached. Unless? 

UnlessSomeone, as Absolutely Morally Perfect as Himself, were to assume for man hisdebt, 

guilt and the penalty with the accompanying punishment. 

Perhaps this is why Paul continually stresses the point that we are “acceptedby God “IN” 

Christ.” We are not acceptable in and of ourselves but we are “inChrist”, for then, God does not 

see us but only Christ‟s AbsoluteRighteousness. 

Two helpful quotes from Hodge follow: 

“ That God cannot pardon sin without a satisfaction to justice, andthat he cannot have 

fellowship with the unholy, are the two greattruths which are revealed in the constitution of our 

nature as well asin the Scriptures... 

It is because the demands of justice are met by the work of Christ,that his Gospel is the power of 

God unto salvation, and that it is sounspeakably precious to those whom the Spirit of God has 

convinced ofsin.” (Hodge,ibid.,p.492) 

IV. HUGO GROTIUS (1583-1645) 
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The work of Grotius must be briefly mentioned as he had a substantialinfluence on Reformed 

theology, mostly negative. 

Grotius was a Dutch lawyer. In the God, man and sin relationship, he did notsee God as the 

offended one demanding satisfaction. He did not see Him as theJudge of all the world. Rather, 

God was the Supreme Moral Governor of theworld and universe. 

Grotius held that “public justice” was of greater importance to God than”individual retributive 

and vindicatory justice”. Consequently Grotius saw thesatisfaction made on the cross as being 

for “public justice.” 

While Grotius did not deny Christ‟s satisfaction on behalf of individuals,what was more 

important was His “...preoccupation with the public vindicationof God‟s justice...‟God 

has...most weighty reasons for punishing‟, but chiefamong them in Grotius‟ mind was the 

resolve to uphold the established order oflaw,...” (Stott,op.cit., p.122) 

This was his “rectoral” or “governmental” interpretation of the cross.Several 2Oth Century 

theologians have taken up his vision of God as‟as the Moral Governor of the world.‟ 

P.T.Forsyth was one. 

Emil Brunner another. The most “...striking statement of the inviolability ofthe moral order has 

been made by Emil Brunner in his...book The Mediator.”Sinis more that „an attack on God‟s 

honour‟,...it is an assault on the moralworld order which is an expression of God‟s moral will.”“ 

(Stott,ibid.,p.122) 

Evangelicals and those of classic Reformed persuasion reject Grotius‟theory. The first and most 

obvious reason is that it is totally absentfrom the NT. The most obvious books to look at, so see 

if Paul, believed inthis theory would be Romans, Galatians and Ephesians. Support for the 

theoryis absent from Paul‟s writings. 

With regard to Brunner, surely the “moral world order” cannot, if youwish to remain remotely 

biblical, take precedence over “God‟s honour.”Such thinking reverses the biblical order and 

comes close to idolatry.Dare we elevate anything above God and his honour? 

“ Acknowledge and take to heart this day that the Lord is God inheaven above and on the earth 

below. There is no other.” (Deut.4:39) 

 COURSE NO:OO5 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- QUESTIONS 

 l. Why does the Satisfaction Christ made have any Intrinsic Worth, particularly in the light of 

Christ‟s actions and claims? 

 2. Describe how Christ satisfied the demands of God‟s Law, noting particularly the fact (i) that 

the law must be upheld and (ii) Christ‟s satisfaction of the law. 

 3. Write an Essay on “Satisfying the Justice of God”, concentrating on what is meant by 

Justice, what Vindicatory justice is and what the expression “No Satisfaction-No Pardon‟ 

means. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

First edit completed 25.4.91First spell check completed 25.4.91 �
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 THE BIBLE INSTITUTE OF SOUTH AFRICA BIBLE STUDY CORRESPONDENCE 

COURSES by the REV.JIM VAN ZYL.B.A.M.A DOCTRINE OF THE WORK OF CHRIST 

COURSE NO:OO5 CHAPTER VI THE WORK OF CHRIST IN THE EPISTLE TO BE 

HEBREWS PART ONE -----------------------------------------I. APPROACH GOD WITH AWE 

1) The Majesty of God 2) The Majesty of God Highlighted 3) Understanding the EpistleII. GOD 

AS THE JUDGE OF ALL: NOTHING IS HIDDEN FROM HIM 1) Accountability 2) 

JudgmentIII. THE COMPASSION OF GOD 1) Ultimate Compassion 2) PromisesIV. 

CHRIST‟S DEATH 1) A Covenantal Necessity 2) Conflict with the DevilV. THE 

EXALTATION OF CHRIST 1) The Exaltation of the Christ 2) Subsequent Place in Heaven-----

----------------------------------------------------------------I. APPROACH GOD WITH AWE 1) The 

Majesty of God.I am indebted to Leon Morris‟s “The Cross in the New Testament”, for amuch 

of the material used in this Chapter.The writer to the Hebrews is aware of the wonder and 

greatness of God‟s love.A great deal of the Epistle is dedicated to a description of thatlove. The 

old sacrificial system in the OT is contrasted with “a better way”which is encapsulated in the 

NT.The writer does not take Christ‟s sacrifice for granted, to him it isit is awe-inspiring. Men 

are insignificant, sinful creatures and God‟s savingmercy cannot be taken for granted. Apart 

from other considerations, theVindicatory Justice of God requires satisfaction.Unless we 

experience the awe-inspiring fear of God‟s Judicial demands, we willnever appreciate the 

salvation in Christ that God has accomplished for us, atgreat cost to Himself and His Son, in the 

Penal Atonement, which is expoundedin the Epistle to the Hebrews.Without an understand of 

the awesomeness of God one cannot appreciate thesweetness of His salvation. The sweetness is 

appreciated more after theacridness of a bitter herb. God is not be trifled with.It is significant 

that in an Epistle which so powerfully exhibits the love andsacrifice of God in Christ, the writer 

feels it necessary to remind Christiansof the fearfulness of Mount Sinai: “If even a beast touch 

the mountain, itshall be stoned; and so fearful was the appearance that Moses said, “ 

Iexceedingly fear and quake.”“ (Heb.12:18-21)It is only when one understands the 

awesomeness of God‟s majesty, His hatredof sin and our own peril, our being on the brink of 

destruction, that we canreally appreciate the “new covenantal system of Christ‟s sacrifice 

whichreplaces the old.” 2) The Majesty of God Highlighted.To illustrate the lack of awareness 

of the majesty of God and consequently thelack of a sense of the terrible danger on the part of 

men and women, Prof.Morris quotes a letter written to a Melbourne newspaper during a series 

ofevangelistic meetings held in the city by Dr. Billy Graham.After complaining vociferously 

about the meetings the writer says bluntly: “ Ihave never felt that it (his soul) was lost. Nor do I 

feel that I dailywallow in the mire of sin...Give me a practical religion that teachesgentleness 

and tolerance...that teaches children of goodness and not sin. Ifin order to save my soul I must 

accept such a philosophy as I have recentlyheard preached, I prefer to remain forever damned.” 

(L.Morris. The Cross inThe New Testament. Paternoster, no date given,pp.271-272)One can 

only weep at the apparent arrogance displayed, the abysmalmisunderstanding of both God‟s 

wrath and God‟s love and the appalling desireto remain damned forever rather than accept 

Christ. The writer obviously hasno concept of what it means to fall into the hands of the living 

God(Heb.1O:31) and does not understand that God is a consuming fire (Heb.12:29) 3) 

Understanding the Epistle.Understanding Hebrews means understanding that God is a living and 

awesome God(Heb.3:12; 9:14; 1O:31;) He shines in radiant glory (1:3), He is the „Majestyin 

heaven‟ (1:3), He judges (3:16-19) and His Word is living and active(4:12)God‟s eyes penetrate 

our innermost being (4:13), He is Just (6:1O) and Heswears by Himself, since there is no one 

higher than God to take His oath(6:13ff) The high priest only entered the Most Holy Place once 

a year, soserious a matter it was to appear before God (9:7)The might, holiness, glory and 

majesty of God characterizes the unfolding ofthe New Covenant through Christ‟s Sacrifice. One 

can only understand andappreciate Christ‟s sacrifice against this backdrop.The high value 

placed on Christ‟s sacrifice, as depicted in Hebrews, reflectsthe Infinite worth and Holiness of 

God.II. GOD AS THE JUDGE OF ALL: NOTHING IS HIDDEN FROM HIM. 1) 

Accountability.As he looks to the end of this earthly life, the writer of Hebrews says:”Just as 

man is destined to die...after that (he will have) to facejudgment.” (9:27) This important 

principle was mentioned earlier on (6:lff)It is basic to the underlying argument of the Epistle, 

that God, who createdall men, will in the end call upon men to render an account of themselves. 

Godis even referred to as “the Judge of all” (12:23)Says Prof. Morris: “We are not concerned 
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with a passing show of no particularsignificance which has its little day and speedily disappears 

to be seen nomore. We shall stand before God and face a serious reckoning for what we 

havedone and what we have not done.” 

(Morris,ibid.,p.273)*************************************************************

***************I AM UNDECIDED ABOUT THESE PARAGRAPHS - THEY DO ADD 

SOMETHING BUT SEEMRATHER LONG. DFP 26.4.91Hear how some Pop Singers of today 

(88/89) view themselves, others and theworld “ I started drinking at the age of 15, which is 

when I stopped growingup emotionally” (Gilson Lavis, Sqeeze) -”I‟m young - what am I 

supposed tothink about except music and art and sex?” - (Terence Trent D‟Arby) - “ 

Yourmetabolism is built around gigs. At nine o‟clock (pm), which is gig time,your whole body 

goes into overdrive. When we‟re not touring I just go down(to) the pub at nine (pm) and start 

singing along with the juke-box ortalking really loudly and then I won‟t be able to sleep until 

two in themorning” - (Fish) (L.Bradley,ed.The Schweppes Rock Yearbook.Volume 

9,1988,pp.52-58)Or how‟s this for world views. The latest Madonna hit “Vogue” has 

theambiguous lines: “Let your body move to the music...Let your body gowith the flow...” The 

couplet is repeated five times. It soundsmindless until you see the Video version and the 

ambiguity drops awayand once again you find yourself faced with mindless, sordid sex.(Smash 

Hits.21 March-3 April 199O,pp.1-2)Or on a more serious note. It‟s not commonly known that 

“...theBeatles are one of the most important things in the world (of musictoday)..the Beatles 

significance as a cultural touchstone andspiritual anchor cannot be overestimated.” (Rolling 

Stone,Feb.8th.,199O,p.45) And that was the 

197Os!***********************************************************************

*****8The modern worldview is temporal, concerned only with the pleasures of thisworld. The 

Shorter Catechism‟s question “What is the chief concern of man?”would surely not elicit the 

answer “To glorify God and enjoy Him forever”,from anyone holding such a world view. The 

Christian worldview is totallyalien to these people. 2) Judgment.The tragedy of the modern 

world view is that it will leave us speechlessbefore the Judge of all the earth one day. Now, 

whether you are a Pop Singeror Barbara Hutton, the Woolworth heiress, richest woman in the 

world of herday, makes not the slightest difference.We will all have to stand before the 

Inevitable wrath and judgment of God(3:11; 4:3)III. THE COMPASSION OF GOD. 1) 

Ultimate Compassion.Notwithstanding the fact that the writer puts considerable emphasis on 

God‟sactivity as Judge, the main thrust of the Epistle lies in its emphasis onsalvation, stemming 

from the grace of God. He uses the word salvation in avariety of ways, see 4:16; 1O:29; 

12:15,28; 13:9,25.It was by the “grace of God” that Christ died for men (2:9), this same Christ” 

...became to all that obey him the author of eternal salvation” (5:9), he isalso “...the author and 

perfector of our faith” (12:2), and he is “...able tosave to the uttermost” (7:25)At times the writer 

of Hebrews associates salvation with the Father. While hewill call on all men to give account of 

themselves, the Father is alsogracious and it is from him that they obtain mercy and grace (4:16) 

andblessing (6:14) Those who are „saved‟ are described as „called‟ (9:15), aterm which stresses 

the divine initiative. 2) Promises.The compassion of God is seen more particularly in 

the”promises”, to thecalled, of God. One of the most precious “promise” passages in Scripture 

isthat which describes Christ as High Priest, whom having undergone all ourtemptations is now 

able to comfort us. Consequently we are encouraged to”...approach the throne of grace with 

confidence, so that we may receive mercyand find grace to help us in our time of need.”(4:14-

16)We are promised a quiet conscience (1O:22), unusual blessings (11:11), andthat all-

embracing promise that God will never leave, nor forsake us (13:5)The writer of Hebrews lays 

particular emphasis on the faithfulness of God inchapter 11.God also fulfilled his promises to 

Abraham (6:15; 7:6; 11:9,17) Those who arethe recipients of salvation are referred to as “those 

who have inherited thepromises” (6:12) or as “the heirs of the promise” (6:17), or the “... 

promiseof the eternal inheritance 9:15)The idea of a promise rests on God‟s faithfulness. This is 

where it is soimportant to know something about God, His nature and His attributes. 

God‟spromises are no stronger than His essential essence and nature. Obviously werethere any 

weakness in His nature, He could not only NOT be God, he certainlycould not carry out his 

promises.This was the rationale behind Satan‟s temptation of Christ. Were Christ tohave 

weakened in the face of that momentous and vicious attack, He would nothave been able to 

carry on, let alone make promises He could not keep.To sum up this section: Salvation is both 

“promised” to us and put intopractice when we experience salvation for ourselves.IV. Christ‟s 
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Death. 1) A Covenantal Necessity.Remembering the ultimate compassion of God, Heb.9 points 

out that no “promise”or “covenant” of salvation - even one made by God - can be realized or 

appliedpractically until the “testator” (the one who drew up the will) does actuallydie. It is an 

unusual argument centering mainly around chap. 9:15-28, withv.17 being the key verse.----------

----------------------------------------------------------------REPETITION?This is his argument: 

Before a man‟s last will and testament can come intoeffect he must (unhappily) first die! As 

long as he lives, the “promises”contained within the Will are untouchable, hence ineffective.----

-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Greek word used is “diatheke” 

(both “e‟s” are long as in “they”), and isused to translate the Hebrew word “berith” (here the “i” 

is long so that it isphonetically pronounced “bereeth”), meaning “covenant”.There is an air of 

finality about the words used. They have two implications:(i) The Will, Covenant or Testament 

is final and complete. There are noalternatives or other options in this testament drawn up by 

God. The sinnermust accept God‟s terms for the provision for sin or not at all.Only Christ 

entered the presence of God with his own blood, having obtainedeternal salvation (9:12) Only 

Christ‟s blood can cleanse our consciences(9:14) Christ is the only Mediator (9:15) Only Christ 

appeared once to dealwith sin (9:26,28) There is no other Way!(ii)All the blessings of Salvation 

are useless until Christ dies. As Prof.Morris puts it: “Jesus establishes the new “diatheke”, or 

“covenant”, and Hisdeath is necessary to establish it, just as the death of any testator isnecessary 

to establish his “diatheke”, his “will”. No “diatheke”, is in forcewithout a death...And the point 

the writer is making is that the death ofChrist is an absolute necessity. A “Will” is completely 

inoperative until thetestator dies.” (Leon Morris, op cit.,pp.278-279. Italics mine) 2) Conflict 

with the Devil.Jesus came to earth to destroy the Devil (2:14) Taken in conjunction withthis 

verse, the Gospels suggest that his whole life might be viewed as annever-ending struggle 

against the Devil.The struggle and conflict reached its climax at his death. “Since the 

childrenhave flesh and blood, he too shared in their humanity so that by his death hemight 

destroy him who holds the power of death - that is the Devil...”(2:14)Morris quotes Delitzsch as 

saying that this sharing of humanity and ultimatelysharing death is really another way of 

speaking of the SubstitutionaryAtonement of Christ on our behalf. (Morris, ibid.,p.28O,footnote 

19)I do not think that we fully realize (i) how deeply we have, or the non-Christian has, fallen 

into slavery with the Devil, and (ii) every event inChrist‟s life was designed to reconquer 

ground that the Devil had come to‟rule‟ (for only God is really Sovereign)As to (i) it is a 

principle of life that the greater the effort, the greaterthe problem or difficulty or hostility being 

faced.The sharing of the humanity (2:14), taking on the role of High Priest (4:14),the offering 

up of prayers and petitions with loud cries and tears (5:7), Hisreverent submission to the Father 

(5:7), the shedding of His own blood (9:12),His becoming Mediator (9:15) and the offering of 

Himself as a sacrifice(1O:12), indicates the extent of the problem with humanity.In other words, 

what Christ became and what He suffered for us has a depthof quality far beyond our 

understanding and indicates the depth of sin andruination the non-Christian has fallen into. Sin 

is therefore not some smallweakness or minor non-conformity. The extent to which Christ had 

to goindicates the deep gravity of the non-Christian‟s hostility towards God(cf.Rom.1:18-3:23) 

Extensive injury demands extensive reparations.Regarding point (ii), much the same is true. The 

extent to which Christ had togo shows how much ground the Devil had planted his (albeit 

temporary) bannerof victory in. All the ground had, in one sense, to be reconquered. Thereexists 

an entity called the “dominion of darkness” (Col.1:13) Non-Christiansare “rescued” from this 

dominion of darkess and brought by God “...into thekingdom of the Son He loves...” (Col.1:13) 

Every “rescue operation” causesthe dominion of darkness to shrink.The events in Eastern 

Europe in 1989, particularly East Germany, serveas an illustration here. When the crossing 

points and the Berlin Wall camedown 2-3 million (if my memory serves me correctly) East 

Germans poured intoWest Berlin. Not all stayed but East Germany shrunk by the amount who 

did.The same happened in Albania in July,199O.Thus every event in Christ‟s Life, from the 

Incarnation to the casting out ofdemons, to His victory over Satan on the cross and Resurrection 

-and I mustadd by the ongoing conversions of non-Christians today- by so much is 

Satan‟sdominion of darkness shrinking every day.V. THE EXALTATION OF CHRIST. 1) The 

Exaltation of the Christ.In Hebrews, as in every other Epistle -indeed throughout the NT -the 

AtoningSacrifice of Christ on the Cross is central. It must never be minimizedIt is also 

important not to stop there, for the writer of Hebrews speaks tooof the “Exaltation” of Christ. 

He places it among the “first principles” aboutChrist in Heb.6:1. (The NIV has “elementary 
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teachings” which could bemisleading, since „repentance‟, „faith in God‟, „the resurrection from 

thedead‟ and „eternal judgment‟ are hardly elementary teachings!)Christ‟s exaltation is in 

evidence from chapter one. Previously God spokethrough earthly spokesmen, such as prophets, 

but now He has spoken tous by His Son, -and that is no small honour! (1:1-2) The Father 

hasappointed Him “...heir of all things” (1:2) Through Christ, the Fathermade the Universe with 

its millions of galaxies each filled with manymillions of stars. (1:2) All this is in the first two 

verses of the firstchapter!The exaltation goes further. The Son is the “...radiance of 

God‟sglory...” (1:3) He sits at the right hand ( signifying supremacy, pre-einence, glorified 

status) of God the Father (“the Majesty”) in heaven (1:3)The Father instructs the angels to 

worship Christ (1:6) and about his own SonHe says:” Your throne, O God will last for ever and 

ever.” (1:8)The Father has made all things subject to Him (2:8) He has been exalted tothe place 

of High Priest as everlasting Advocate on our behalf (4:14;Rom.8:34) He is of the order of 

Melchizedek “.... without beginning of daysor end of life...” (7:3)Christ is also exalted as the 

High Priest of the New Covenant (chapters8,9,1O), who, through the blood of the eternal 

covenant (a reference to Hisvictorius conquest of sin, Satan and death in His Atoning Death) 

wasResurrected! (13:2O) 2) Subsequent Place in Heaven.After obedience to God unto death, 

Christ is seated majestically as theVictorius One at the right hand of God the Father. The sitting 

down is asymbol of rest from labour. Christ had laboured to obtain our atonementthrough his 

once-only sacrifice for us.There is a close relationship between the “sitting down” and the 

“atonement”.The sitting down was only possible because atonement had been made. 

Thesymbolism of the “right hand” points to honour, especially since it is linkedto the 

“throne”.Morris quotes T.H.Robinson as saying: “ To „sit‟in oriental phraseology is tobe 

unoccupied, to be quiescent. The fact that Jesus should have seated himselffor all time at the 

right hand of God, ...implies the supreme honour of hisexalted position, but suggests ...that... 

Jesus sits because his duties areaccomplished once and for all and he has no need to remain at 

work.”(Morris,ibid.,p.283,footnote 25)Jesus continues to intercede for us and providentially 

guide us, but theGreat Work of the Atonement is final and complete. -------------------------------- 

QUESTIONS l. How should we mere mortals approach God? 2. Write an Essay on the 

Compassion of God. 3. What did Christ‟s Death involve and (briefly) how do we know whether 

the purpose of His death was ever accomplished?Initial edit 29.7.91 

Spell check done 26.4.91FIRST EDIT DONE 29.4.91�
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 THE BIBLE INSTITUTE OF SOUTH AFRICA BIBLE STUDY CORRESPONDENCE 

COURSES COURSE NO:OO5 by the REV.JIM VAN ZYL.B.A.M.A. DOCTRINE OF THE 

WORK OF CHRIST CHAPTER VII THE WORK OF CHRIST IN THE EPISTLE TO THE 

HEBREWS PART TWO ---------------------------------------------------I. THE PRIESTLY 

SACRIFICE 1) High Priest 2) Christ: The Final Priest 3) Priest-Mediator 4) Christ‟s genuine 

HumanityII. JESUS CHRIST: TRULY HUMAN AND TRULY PERFECT 1) The necessity of 

Christ‟s sinlessness 2) Perfect through Suffering Firstly: Being and Becoming Secondly: (i) 

Antinomy (ii) Becoming not Being (iii) Partial Answer (iv) Secular Occupation: You can 

Glorify God (v) Not “Superspiritual” 3) Learning Obedience: A Process of Suffering (i) 

Learning Obedience was Painful in Itself (ii) Suffering to Learn Obedience (iii) The Great 

HorrorIII. THE TEMPTATION OF CHRIST 1) The Problem 2) A Partial Answer (i) 

Disposition (ii) Reality (iii) Significance for us (iv) “ Man for man”----------------------------------

------------------------------------ I. THE PRIESTLY SACRIFICE. 1) High Priest. The epithets 

“priest” and “high priest” areapplied to Christ again and again in Hebrews. This is particularly 

the casewhen the writer speaks of Him as a high priest “...after the order ofMelchizedek” 

(5:6,1O; 6:2O; 7:11,l5,17) We are told very little about thismysterious figure, except that He 

was a king-priest “of God Most High”, andthat He blessed Abraham.The point is that by the 

time of Christ, Abraham, as the forefather of thenation was given a place of superiority far 

above the other Hebrew patriarchs.To suggest that Melchizedek was superior to Abraham was 

to afford him anunbelievably high or preeminent place.Christ‟s priesthood, being after the order 

of Melchizedek, surpassed theLevitical priesthood. (Heb.5:6) Christ was the “king-priest”, as 

wasMelchizedek. The writer places special emphasis on the aspect of”timelessness”. 

Melchizedek was “without father, without mother and withoutgenealogy, having neither 

beginning of days nor end of life...” (7:3) Byanalogy we must say the same about Christ. 2) 

Christ: The Final Priest. It is significant that the writerdoes not say that Christ is like 

Melchizedek. Rather, the author reversesthe concept and says that Melchizedek “...was made 

like the Son of God”(I7:3) It is the priesthood of Christ that sets the standard and Christ isthe 

Ultimate and Final Priest. Melchizedek is only an illustration.The quality of Christ‟s life, as 

indisoluble, determines the character of Hispriesthood. That quality is eternal, and from that we 

draw the conclusion thatChrist‟s priesthood is equally eternal and final. There can be no 

priestsafter Him.Aaron‟s priesthood had its day and had passed away, its role and purpose 

wasfulfilled. By contrast the Priesthood of Christ will never pass away, since itrests upon His 

own Trinitarian eternalness. Neither, of course, will it everbe superceded.The teaching that 

believes in the restoration of a literal temple and thereinstitution of the sacrificial system in 

Jerusalem is Biblically unfoundedand in effect suggests that Christ‟s Priesthood is not final and 

complete.The finality of Christ‟s sacrifice and priesthood is fundamental to the basicteaching of 

Hebrews. 3) Priest-Mediator. The very essence or purpose of a priest was”to stand in the 

middle”. That is to say, between God and man. In terms of oursalvation Christ shares both the 

nature of God and the nature of man.What ordinary priests did symbolically, Christ did 

perfectly. The OT priestsstood between God and man -particularly the high priest- only as 

symbols ofthe Final, Great High Priest to come.The writer clearly views Christ as being divine. 

One has only to read throughthe first few chapters of Hebrews to realize that (1:8; 7:26; 

9:14)”Throughout the Epistle, Christ comes before us as One who shares the natureof deity, 

who cannot be understood apart from His connection with the Father.”(L.Morris. The Cross in 

the NT. Paternoster, no date given, p.287)Not only is this “Priest-Mediator” Deity Incarnate, He 

is also PerfectHumanity. 4) Genuine Humanity. In chapter two the writer speaks of Himwho is 

“sanctified” (ie.Christ), and “they that are sanctied” (here He isreferring to Christians), saying 

that they “are all ONE.” What is this”oneness”? What does it refer to?The answer is in the same 

passage where we read that “...He is notashamed to call them brethren ...” (2:11f) By “brethren” 

Christ isindicating that He is also part of humanity. We must never lessen Christ‟shumanity to 

what might be called „tokenism‟. That is to say that He adopted afew human traits merely as 

„tokens‟ to show that He has some understanding ofwhat people feel like.Sinless though He 

was, Christ was a human male person. When considering Hishumanity Christ must never be 

made into a kind of superman.As P.E.Hughes puts it: “ The requirements of the second Adam, 

therefore, werethat, like the first Adam, He should be truly man, He should be trulyinnocent, He 

should be truly tested, and that, unlike the first Adam, Heshould be truly victorious in His 

encounter with the powers of evil.”(P.E.Hughes. The True Image. Eerdmans/Inter-Varsity 
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Press,1989,p.331)II. JESUS CHRIST: TRULY HUMAN AND TRULY PERFECT. 1) The 

Necessity of Sinlessness. The success of atonement wasentirely dependent on Christ‟s complete 

purity in living and in entering intothe final battle on the cross and in His remaining in this 

purity until Hegave up His spirit. I wonder if we even partially understand the stress,tension and 

struggle He was involved in?The writer to the Hebrews writes that He “...offered himself 

unblemished toGod...” (9:14) Our entire destiny depends upon that one word “unblemished”.We 

can say what we want about the Incarnation, the Atonement, Salvation andRedemption, but 

when we have packed our theological tomes neatly back on thebookshelves and participated in 

(necessary) argumentation and debate, andeverything falls silent, we are faced with probably 

the‟ most crucial word inall theology and the Bible, the word “unblemished”.Without that there 

could be no acceptable sacrifice to God, no atonement, noredemption, no reconciliation, no 

adoption into God‟s family, no ChristianFaith, life or Church, no victory over death, no 

resurrection, noglorification, no hope, grace or peace, - only a black abyss, a void, anothingness, 

an absurdity, and a meaninglessness beyond description.We come back again to God‟s Holy 

Nature and the Scriptures make no apology oreven argue the point, -the sacrifice offered to Me 

must be equal to MyHoliness. It may sound dogmatic, yet how often do we not say: “I am what 

I am.I cannot and will not change to suit others. Its my 

life.”*************************************************************************

***8*THIS COULD BE SHORTENED? i.e. Immoral stars are often afforded 

moreunderstanding than a righteous God. 

(Rev. V.‟s personal touch does add something but the illustration is laboured?May date rapidly? 

DFP 2.5.91)If its not out of place I would like to refer at this point to that greatactor, Richard 

Burton. My wife took a very recent (1988) major biography onhim out of our local library 

recently (Rich, The life of Richard Burton byMelvyn Bragg, Hodder and Stoughton,1988)It 

looked so interesting and so well written that I‟ve started nibbling awayat it myself. He was a 

far deeper, more complex, serious man than peoplerealize. For example, he never went away for 

a weekend or to made a filmwithout his single volume of Shakespeare. He was a Shakesperian 

actor offormidable ability.Of him Bragg says: “What he relied on...and what he always came 

back towas that “natural” self which he did not understand...but which gavehim his 

power.”(Bragg,ibid.,p.77)Bragg doesn‟t cover up the less savoury aspects of him either. He 

lived his”natural” life allowing no one and nothing to get in his way. He could bestubborn, vain, 

modest, courageous (he had a serious back injury), alwaysdriving himself, hospitable or 

downright rude. In many ways a great man, inmany ways a child. But he lived his life according 

to his rules.Why the illustration? 

Because.**********************************************************************

******It has always puzzled me that we make “allowances” for the VIPs of this world,but are 

very quick to point (an arrogant, rebellious) finger at God if hedares to draw a line and warn us 

that he will punish us if we step over it.Then suddenly he is no longer loving, but puritanical 

and harsh and heavy-handed and (God forgive us) unfair!God is God, the High and Lofty one, 

the Creator, who is beyond ourcomprehension and understanding. In the realm of a sacrifice for 

our sin,God‟s Godhood demands that the sacrifice for sin be an unblemished one. Thisrule and 

principle is non-negotiable. It is clear, unbending, binding andbeyond argument. Christ was that 

“unblemished” sacrifice. 2) Perfect through Suffering. Christ‟s atonement for us was onlymade 

possible through terrible personal suffering and agony. In bringing manyto salvation “...it was 

fitting that God ... should make the author of theirsalvation perfect through suffering.” (2:1O) 

To which he adds as acomplimentary verse: “ Although He was a son, He learned obedience 

from whatHe suffered, and once made perfect, he became the source of eternalsalvation...” 

(5:8)To these two verses must be added one more: “ For we do not have a high Priestwho is 

unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but we have one who has beentempted in every way, 

just as we are -yet without sin.” (4:15) There is, aswe shall see a very real connection between 

the “suffering” and the”temptation”, although there are other elements involved. A number of 

pointsought to be made at this stage.Firstly, as Hughes puts it: “ The perfection of Jesus, then, 

was not aperfection of BEING but a perfection of BECOMING.... (Hughes, op.cit., p.331)The 

“perfection” of 2:1O and the “learning obedience” of 5:8, was in no sensea progression, on the 

part of Jesus, from imperfection to perfection, or froma less than perfect “obedience” to a 

totally, perfect obedience.Whatever other problems there are in those three verses, and there are 

sometough, perhaps even insoluable problems, we must begin with the settled,deductive 
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principle that Christ was always, and at all times, never anythingless than equal to God the 

Father‟s expectations, standards, and indeed toGod‟s own perfection.Secondly, whatever 

theological problems are raised, the Bible, God‟s ownWord, explicitly states that Jesus was 

made “perfect through suffering”.Furthermore He “learned obedience through suffering”.Logic 

demands a movement here. If through suffering you are made perfect, thenhuman logic 

demands that you were less than perfect to begin with! If throughsuffering you learned 

obedience, then you must have been less obedient tostart with! Where do we go from here? The 

following might help:(i) We are faced here with one of Scripture‟s famous “antinomies”. 

An”antinomy” is an apparent or supposed contradiction, to which there is ananswer, and for 

which the Omniscient God has an answer, but you, as yet don‟t.A similar problem is 

experienced with God‟s Election and Man‟s responsibilityand how they relate to each other. In 

other words (Deut.29:29) it is one ofGod‟s secrets.(ii) We should realize that this “perfection” 

does not in any way touchChrist‟s BEING, ie. the real, essential, perfect manhood. “ God made 

him WHOHAD NO SIN to be sin for us...” (2.Cor.5.21)Had He at any time been imperfect, or 

had He even momentarily lapsed intodisobedience, Christ would have failed in all He had come 

to do, and wouldhave become like the first Adam, -incompetent to save others and needing to 

besaved himself!(iii) Perhaps a partial answer to the phrase “learning obedience” is that (a)Jesus 

was never disobedient in any manner, (b) He had, before the incarnation,in his Godhood, no 

need to “obey” the Father, for Father, Son and Holy Spiritwere in constant, cohesive, mutually 

loving fellowship, but (c) in HisIncarnate state He was joined in union with God, whilst in an 

alien humanbody. (Theologians are pleased to call this the “Hypostatic Union”)In other words, 

Christ entered into a new as yet unexperienced dimension as ahuman being. In this new 

dimension and experience - in His new humanity -Christ had to learn obedience to the Father as 

a completely new experience ina completely new and foreign dimension, environment and 

ethos.I hesitate to elaborate, and do so reverently, but in a very real sense whatwe as humans 

take for granted was utterly alien to Christ. From God the Son toa human being! From an 

environment of constant peace and harmony, with rich,divine fellowship, no angularities or 

inconsistencies or disharmony or theslightest shadow of anything sinful, or evil, our Lord Jesus 

Christ came andlived in and amongst all that was alien and even perhaps repulsive to him.We as 

Christians, I would like to suggest by way of illustration, sometimeshave similar experiences. 

How often have you not in your morning devotionsfelt particularly close to God. You have felt 

an unusually rich and lovingfellowship with Christ through his Word and in your spirit, so much 

so thatyou can hardly tear yourself away from it.Then when you enter the harsh reality of the 

“world” it jars and disagreeswith you? It is discordant with what you have just enjoyed. There is 

astridency, a raucousness and a grating that strikes deep into your soul. Itis inharmonious, off 

key, unmelodious. 

You feel out of pitch and out of place, an alien almost, in a strange andforeign place. The 

environment and ethos from which you have just come jarsand shudders in the harsh, 

insensitive, godless, blaspheming community intowhich you have to go to conduct your daily 

business. 

(iv) It is not that working in the secular world is wrong; it is not thatyour profession is 

dishonouring to God; it is not that you cannot glorify Godin your vocation; it is not that you are 

displeasing God in your secular job. 

It does not mean that you must now seek seclusion in a monastical order toretain as permanently 

as possible what you experienced in your devotions; itis not even that the level of your 

spirituality has dropped (Jesus lived INthe world for over 3O years!) You have not suddenly 

become “worldly” in thenegative sense of the word.I believe profoundly that in terms of 

“common grace” we must seek to bring”all things” under God‟s control. That is, all things in the 

world that arenot sinful; on sin we wage war!It is simply that one recognizes in one‟s spirit that 

one has moved from agodly environment and ethos into an ungodly environment and ethos; 

Thetransition grates or jars one to the core of one‟s being, much like thegrating of gears in a 

car.(v) The transition is from its very nature uncomfortable, distressing andeven painful to bear. 

I am not being “superspiritual” in suggesting that thetransition, from communion with God to 

the ungodliness of the world, is oftena spiritually painful experience.Dare we use this as an 

analogy of Christ‟s “suffering” in the process of”learning obedience”? I hesitantly suggest that 

to some extent we can. 3) Learning Obedience: A Process of Suffering. What I wouldlike to 
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suggest, keeping in mind the illustration of the Christian and hisdevotions and the metaphor of 

the grating gears, is that our Lord Jesus(by becoming man) was called on to learn something 

which was totally foreignto His previous experience. What was this? And how did it cause so 

muchsuffering?(i) Just “learning obedience” might very well have been infinitely morepainful 

than we realize. The very concept of “obedience” was in and of itselfpainful.Never in all 

eternity had Christ occupied a position of submission. He was theLogos through whom the 

world was created. He was present at the creation ofangels or spirit beings. His eternal 

experience was to rule with Father andSpirit.He entered a new domain as the obedient One! To 

do anything new is difficultenough for human beings. For Christ the Lord to become Christ, the 

ObedientServant, surely could only have been a keenly, unusually, contradictory andpainful 

experience.(ii)Prof.John Murray pointedly says: “We must not view this obedience in 

anyartificial or mechanical sense...we must not think of it as consisting simplyin formal 

fulfillment of the commandments of God.” (J.Murray. RedemptionAccomplished and Applied. 

Eerdmans, 1955, p.28)Prof. Hughes adds: “ The road to His perfection was the road of intense 

andunremitting struggle, as He joined battle with the Devil himself, met thehostility of 

men...agonized at Gethsemane, and experienced dereliction on thecross.” 

(Hughes,op.cit.,p.331)What was the point of this suffering? We are told that it was to 

learnobedience, an obedience that was credited to us, to cloak us in righteousness.Every 

“disobedience” by man, from Adam, had to be cancelled out by an equal”obedience” by the 

Son. Disobedience lies at the heart of sin.(iii) There is a further aspect. This obedience involved 

obedience “... untodeath, even death on a cross.” (Phil.2:8) Was this not the ultimate 

inobedience and in suffering? Was this not the whole point, His Death andAtonement for 

sinners? His suffering prepared Him to be obedient “even untodeath?”We dare not forget that 

there was something horrific and appalling about Hisdeath that Jesus, even as Perfect Man, 

feared most dreadfully. This does notmean that He was one whit less the God-Man that He was, 

nor does it suggestcowardice.No one can read the profoundly poignant passage in Luke 22 

withoutacknowledging that a great horror and fear cloaked Christ in the last stagesof His life on 

earth. (a) Jesus feared the “cup”, (b) He was so distraught andweakened that an angel from 

heaven appeared to strengthen Him, (c) He was inanguish, praying even more ernestly, (d) He 

was so overwhelmed that “...Hissweat was like drops of blood falling to the ground.” (Luke 

22:39-44)Mark adds that His soul was overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death andthat 

He was deeply distressed and troubled (Mark.14:32-39) Matthew says Jesussoul was “sorrowful 

and troubled.” (Matt.26:36-44)No one will ever penetrate fully that mysterious, harrowing fear, 

distress,sorrow and trouble that came upon our Lord. That it was very real isunquestionable. 

One can only speculate that such deep agony was probablyoccasioned by (a) the knowledge that 

He was to be made sin in our place, and(b) possibly the knowledge that He was to die.Only 

when you look deeply, not only at Christ‟s sinlessness, but also at Hishatred of sin and the 

horror of even being touched by it, and at the thoughtthat he who was Life had to submit to the 

humiliation and indignity of Death,can you begin, even vaguely, to understand the emotions 

which turned sweatinto drops of blood.III. TEMPTATION. 1) The Problem. A question that has 

been discussed in theChristian Church for centuries is “...whether Jesus was immune to 

thepower of temptation.” (Hughes,ibid.,p.331) It is doubtful if this problemwill ever be solved 

by a human mind. There are equally sound Evangelical men,so it seems, on both sides.Donald 

Guthrie says that any discussion about whether the sinlessness of Jesusmeant that He could not 

sin (peccarre non potuit) or that He was able not tosin (potuit non pecarre) is not foreshadowed 

in the NT, and is thereforespeculative. (D.Guthrie. New Testament Theology. Inter-Varsity 

Press, 1981,p.235)With respect to Dr.Guthrie, that is not very helpful. What must we then 

makeof the fact that Christ can sympathize with our weaknesses, since He has beentempted in 

every way, just as we are? (Heb.4:15)Stuart Olyott asks the question: “ But could Jesus have 

sinned?...(andconcludes).. If He could have sinned, then the Son of God could have 

sinned,which is unthinkable.” (S.Olyott. Son of Mary, Son of God. Evangelical Press,1984, 

p.83. Italics author‟s) Again, with respect, while such an event as theSon sinning is unthinkable, 

it does not answer some far-reaching questionsraised in the verse quoted above,ie. Heb. 

4:15.Charles Hodge, in startling contrast says the very opposite: “ The sinlessnessof our Lord, 

however, does not amount to absolute impeccability (ie.that Hecould not sin)..If He was a true 

man He must have been capable of sinning....Temptation implies the possibility of sin. If from 

the constitution of Hisperson it was impossible for Christ to sin, then His temptation was unreal 
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andwithout effect, and He cannot sympathize with His people.” (C.Hodge.Systematic 

Theology,Vol.Two.Eerdmans,1952, p.457)P.E.Hughes asks: “ But is it unthinkable that He 

could have been conquered bythe tempter? Is it right to believe, as some do, that it was a 

prioriimpossible for Jesus to sin? “ (Hughes,op.cit.,p.331. Italics author‟s.) 2) A Partial Answer. 

Although we cannot fully understand therelationship between temptation and the possibility or 

not of Christ sinning,the relationship between Christ‟s humanity and Deity, and the preservation 

ofa perfect humanity and the influence or not of the divine in Christ upon thathumanity, we can 

at least lay down some principles as necessary (a) topreserve his sinlessness, (b) to ensure that 

He can genuinely “sympathize”with us, and (iii) to preserve His Deity intact.Some principles, 

will simply take the form of a statement. (i) George Bowman points out a crucial difference 

betweenour nature‟s and Christ‟s nature in relation to disposition.”“Within each one of us is an 

inclination, a disposition, or a propensitytowards evil. This inward disposition ...responds to 

outside influences sothat, by nature, we find ourselves being attracted to evil rather than togood. 

Though Jesus Christ became a human being in every way, He was free fromany such disposition 

toward evil.” (G. Bowman. Don‟t Let Go! An Exposition ofHebrews. Presbyterian and 

Reformed, 1982, p.16)We must, then, support the idea of a Virgin Birth. He was born not 

merelysinless or neutral, but also had a perfect human constitution which wassupremely and 

powerfully pro-Righteous.I think we can go further and say that this perfect humanity 

considered allforms of sin as loathesome and repulsive. There was not the slightest flaw orcrack 

in his disposition.Infact Jesus says in the Gospel of John that “...the prince of thisworld is 

coming. He has no hold on me, but the world must learn thatI love the Father and that I do 

exactly what my Father has commanded me.(John 14:3O-31)It is significant that in a single 

passage Jesus negatively reinforces theidea that Satan had no control over Him, and positively 

affirms His solid,undeviating obedience to the Father.The juxta-position of these two opposites 

is not coincidental. Jesus is infact saying that while the Devil had NO hold over any part of 

Him, the Father,by contrast, had FULL control over his obedience, and thus over him. (ii) We 

are forced by Scripture(!) to take the phrase “tempted inevery way, just as we are” (Heb. 4:15) 

very seriously. As Hughes puts it: “Iftemptations have no force to be withstood and no hope of 

succeeding, they aredeprived of reality and cease to be a threat to be taken 

seriously.”(Hughes,op.cit.,p.332)The temptation becomes mere play-acting, pretence and make 

believe andthere is no genuine, authentic victory of Christ over temptation. It becomes amerely 

academic matter that is out of touch with reality. 

I have no idea how one reconciles numbers (i) and (ii), but here too, howevermysterious, we 

dare not minimize the total, ferocious and hostile impact ofSatan‟s temptations, as well as the 

fact that, for example Christ‟stemptation‟s in the desert, was an unremitting war between Christ 

and Satanin an ethos of the deepest reality. (iii) Keeping number (i) firmly in mind, we are 

bound to concludethat if Jesus was not genuinely and fully tempted in every way as we are, 

thenHe can hardly have “sympathy with our weaknesses” (Heb.4:15) Then Histemptation really 

has no significance for us. To approach someone who did notexperience the full spectrum of 

temption would be futile and meaningless. (iv) Newman has a hymn with this stanza in it: “O 

generous love!that he, who smote/ In Man for man the foe,/ The double agony in Man/ For 

manshould undergo.”This leads us to consider the link between the first and second 

Adams‟.Whatever the mysteries are, it is essential that our Lord, in order to win ourredemption, 

faced and conquered temptation as the first Adam did; that He wasobedient where the first 

Adam was not; that He gained an authentic victorywithin the full circle and ethos of “real” 

temptation. If not “real” then ithas a hollow ring.It is with joy that we accept Paul‟s verdict: “ 

And having disarmed the powersand authorities, He made a public spectacle of them, 

triumphing over them bythe cross.” (Col.2:15) ------------------------------------ QUESTIONS 1. 

Write an Essay on “The Priestly Sacrifice” concentrating on any three of the four sub-headings 

in that section. 2. Was our Lord Jesus Christ truly human and truly perfect? Include in your 

answer (i) the necessity of sinlessness on Christ‟s part, as well as (ii) Christ‟s learning to be 

obedient. 3. Discuss the Temptation of Christ and what significance it has for us as Christians. 

COURSE NO:OO5 

 ----------------------------------------- 
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I. THE NEED THAT ARISES FROM THE ANGER OF GOD. 

 1) God: Angry? Does God really get angry, or to use the olderterm “wrathful”? Is such a 

concept not a hangover from a pagan past? 

According to a recent report in Newsweek, a new dance-music craze is sweepingacross England 

and parts of Europe. It is called “Madchester” since itoriginated in the English city of 

Manchester. 

Commenting on the craze, the deputy-editor of the London based weekly „NewMusical 

Express‟, Danny Kelly, said of it: “ We‟re all happy people now. Welove each other and 

dancing...” (Newsweek/July 23, 199O. Article “Madchester!”by Jennifer Foote, pp.44-49) 

In a world, where amongst other things the New Age Movement with its ownemphasis on love, 

peace, and universal brotherhood, is spreading rapidly,where does the anger (if at all) of God 

find a place? Is there room for such aview today? 

Let me say immediately that crude concepts of a capricious, hostile, pleasure-condemning God, 

who maliciously enjoys anger and punishing offenders, are notonly non-Scriptural but 

downright blasphemous. 

This does not mean one does away with the biblical teaching of God‟s‟righteous‟ anger toward 

sin or against the sinner! What is revealed to us inScripture, viz-a-viz God‟s anger, is an 

objective, settled, indignation andhostility towards anything less than His own holiness. 
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It is only when we have comprehended, as fully as our limitations will allow,just how evil sin is, 

and how holy God‟s holiness is, that we can begin tograsp how essential it is to placate God‟s 

anger towards sin and sinners. Thisis the heart of “propitiation”. 

The opposite is of course equally true. Those who cannot come to terms withthe concept of 

God‟s anger, reveal (i) that they have no real grasp of theenormity of sin, manifested in various 

malignant forms, or the way in whichit makes the beautiful ugly. 

 (ii) They also reveal that they have a feeble understanding of God‟sholiness and majesty, and 

(iii) do not understand that God‟s Godhood is soconstituted that His righteous anger towards sin 

must be propitiated to shieldthe sinner. 

 2) The Object of Propitiation. The critical question inthe polemic surrounding “propitiation” is 

whether the object of the atoningaction on the cross was focussed on God or man? 

To solve this problem we will have to do some hard thinking. What follows mayseem to be 

academic rather than practical. In fact it lies at the heart of theGospel! 

It concerns a family of words, which the AV translates as “propitiation” or”propitiatory”. The 

Greek words are the noun “hilasmos”, (1.John.2:2; 4:1O);the adjective “hilasterios” (Rom.3:25) 

and the verb “hilaskomai” (Heb.2:17 aswell as the passive form in (Lk.18:13) 

If the Object of the atoning action on the cross is God then the correct wordto use is 

“propitiation”; if the object is man then the appropriate word touse is “expiation” (which deals 

with sin and guilt) 

If, for years, you‟ve thought the two words meant the same thing and couldbe used 

interchangeably, or that substituting “expiation” for “propitiation”in Bible translations was quite 

legitimate, then you‟ve been badlymisinformed. 

“ To propitiate means to „placate‟, „pacify‟, „appease‟, „conciliate.”(Prof. J.Murray. Redemption 

Accomplished and Applied. 1955, p.36) It‟s focusor Object is God. To “Expiate” involves the 

cancelling out, the erasing of sinand guilt, it‟s focus is man, not God. 

II. REINTERPRETATION 

 1) C.H.Dodd. No discussion about this subject is completewithout looking at the British 

theologian, C.H.Dodd, who attempted toreinterpret both the Greek words and thus the English 

words as well. 

This is what he has to say about Rom.3:25 “...the meaning conveyed ...is thatof expiation, not 

that of propitiation. Most translators and commentators arewrong.” (J.R.W.Stott. The Cross of 

Christ. Inter Varsity Press, 1986, p.17O,footnote 3) He expresses a similar opinion with regard 

to 1.Jn.2:2. 

Since C.H. Dodd was director of the panels which produced the New EnglishBible, it‟s not 

surprising that his influence comes through in the passages ofScripture mentioned above. For 

example, in Rom.3:25 the phrase “expiating sin”is used, while in 1.Jn.2:2 and 4:1O the key 

phrase is rendered “...he ishimself the remedy for the defilement of our sins.” The word 

“remedy” isambiguous, to say the least. 

How did Prof. Dodd come to hold this position? We need to know this since weneed to know 

where we stand as Evangelicals. 

 2) Greek Words: Confusion. Prof. Dodd acknowledged that inpagan Greek the regular meaning 

of the word “hilaskomai” meant “ to”propitiate” or “placate” an offended person, especially a 

deity. But hedenied that this was the meaning amongst Greek-influenced Jews or in the NT. 

Dodd argued that when the OT Greek Bible (known as the Septuagint or LXX)translated the 

Hebrew word “kipper” (meaning “to atone”) into the Greek”hilaskomai” the meaning is 

expiation or the removal of defilement. If you‟vebeen following the argument thus far you will 

realize that this means that theatonement is directed towards Man‟s sinfulness and not God‟s 

wrath. 

This is how Dodd describes it technically: “ Hellenistic Judaism, asrepresented by the LXXX, 

does not regard the cultus as a means of pacifyingthe displeasure of the Deity, but as a means of 
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delivering man from sin...theperformance of prescribed rituals...had the value, so to speak, of a 

powerfuldisinfectant.” (Stott,ibid.,p.17O) 

Therefore, his conclusion is that the NT occurrences of the “hilaskomai”word-group should be 

interpreted in the same way. “By his cross Jesus Christexpiated sin; he did not propitiate God.” 

(Stott,ibid.,p.171) 

Dr.Donald Guthrie takes up the case against Dodd: “ It is significant, forinstance that Dodd 

evaporates from the idea of wrath all thought of anger...the wrath of God describes „an 

inevitable process of cause and effect in amoral universe‟. He admits that this depersonalizes it, 

but justifies this asa development away from the more primitive concept of a God who strikes 

terrorinto men.” (D.Guthrie. NT Theology. Inter Varsity Press, 1981, p.469, footnote2O3) 

With regard to this interpretation and conclusion I would like to stick myneck out. Without for 

one moment questioning Prof. Dodd‟s integrity, I wonderif his interpretation is not influenced 

by an emotional aversion to theconcept of God‟s anger. 

We have no difficulty in accepting that God is love but, on an emotional andpsychological level 

we find the idea of God‟s “anger” something of a stumblingblock. Perhaps the reason for this is 

that we subconsciously draw an analogy,either: 

(i) with our own human anger which is seldom righteous, but, more oftenthan not, plain bad 

temper or worse, unbridled and undisciplined malignantanger. 

Or (ii) with the pagan gods of various civilizations who are forever to beplacated with sacrifices, 

some of a most bloodthirsty and cruel type ( suchas the habit of the Aztec‟s of plunging a knife 

into the body of a still-living person and physically ripping the beating heart out) 

I cannot emphasize strongly enough how strongly Evangelicals have no wish todraw an analogy 

with (i) or how non-godlike, unreligious and brutalizing theyfind (ii) 

God „s anger is aroused in an objective, justified, disciplined, and whollyrighteous manner when 

an Absolute law of His is broken. The reason for this isthat God‟s absolute laws are so much 

part of His Godhood and Being, thatbreaking a law is like attacking His very Person! The 

question of personalanimosity or dislike of a malicious nature does not even bear discussion. 

III. THE EVANGELICAL POSITION. 

 1) The Evangelical Answer. Prof. Dodd‟s views have beenrigorously scrutinized by, inter alia, 

Dr.Leon Morris and Dr.Roger Nicole.(Dr.Leon Morris: “The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross”, 

Tyndale Press,3rd ed.1965 and “The Cross in The NT”, Paternoster, no date given; Dr.Roger 

Nicole:”C.H.Dodd and the Doctrine of Propitiation”, Westminster Theological 

Journal,xvii.2,1955,pp.117-157) 

Both have shown that Dodd‟s conclusions rest on incomplete evidence orquestionable 

deductions. 

To revert to the technical again, Prof. Dodd‟s assessment of the “hilaskomai”word-family 

makes no reference to the books of the Maccabees (which were partof the LXX, and which 

contain several passages of “the wrath of the Almighty”being averted, or to the works of 

Josephus and Philo, although in them themeaning to “placate” prevails. Stott, op.cit., p.171, 

footnotes 7+8) 

Dodd also overlooks the fact that the early Christians (Clement‟s FirstLetter-end of the 1st 

century and the Shepherd of Hermas-beginning of the2nd Century) used “hislaskomai” quite 

plainly as “propitiating” God. This hasbeen pointed out by F.Buchsel. (Stott, ibid., p.171, 

footnote 9) 

 2) Further Evidence. One could say more but we will leave thediscussion here. Suffice it to say 

that Evangelicals have done enoughscholarly research to bring in a verdict of “Not Proven” 

against Prof. Dodds. 

To conclude let me say that even in the OT itself there are numerous instancesin which “kipper” 

and “hilaskomai” are used in the sense of propitiating theanger of men (Jacob seeking to pacify 
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Esau‟s supposed anger) or of God (likeAaron and Phinehas who turned God‟s anger away from 

the Israelites)(Gen.32:2O; Num.16: 41-5O) 

In the NT the word “hilasmos” (“propitiation”) occurs in the context of Christas our Advocate 

(l.Jn.2:1), which implies the displeasure of the One beforewhom he pleads our cause! 

IV. THE ISSUE SETTLED 

 1) The Cause. At the risk of repetition, we must understand whythe act of propitiation, within 

the great Act of Atonement, was reallynecessary. It was necessary because of the unrelenting 

anger, or “wrath” ofGod, against anyone who breaks His laws. 

It might be useful to consider a specific case here, the incident in lChron.13:1 to l Chron. 16:1ff. 

The Ark of God, which was normally in the Holyof Holies in the Tabernacle and later in the 

Temple, was - during thisparticular time of Israel‟s history- stored in the house of Abinadab 

(13:7)David decided that the time had come for it to be brought to Jerusalem. 

Having consulted various authorities and „the assembly of the people‟ adecision was made. It 

seems as if a considerable number of people, from”...the Shihor River in Egypt to Lebo 

Hamath...” came together both to witnessthis event and accompany the Ark. It was to be a great 

and memorableoccasion”. 

From one end of the country to the other there was, amongst the people, whatM. Wilcock calls: 

“This quality of „excitingness‟... Planned as a procession,it becomes a positive carnival.” 

(Michael Wilcock.The Message of Chronicles.Inter-Varsity Press, 1987, p.66) The possibility 

that it took on something ofa carnival atmosphere is also suggested by Charles Simeon, below. 

We read of celebration “... with all their might before God, with songs andwith harps, lyres, 

tambourines, cymbals and trumpets.” (13:8) This may havesome bearing on what was to follow. 

Charles Simeon seems to suggest that the celebrations might have got out ofhand: “ They are 

occupied so much about themselves as almost to forgettheir God:...” (C.Simeon. Expository 

Outlines on the whole Bible. Vol. 4.1Chron. through Job. Zondervan, 1956,p.13. The Italics are 

Simeon‟s.) 

Shihor was the river reckoned as the boundary between Canaan and Egypt. The‟entrance‟ to the 

state of Hamath, Israel‟s northern neighbour, lay betweenthe mountain ranges of Lebanon and 

Hermon (see Josh.13:3-5) What was in mindwas a march from Jerusalem to Kiriath- Jearim 

(where the Ark was located) andback, a round trip of some 17 miles (about 27-3O kms) 

The story is well known. At the threshing floor of Kidon, with the Arkon a new cart (incorrect 

in itself as the Levites should have carriedit with poles placed through rings attached to the Ark. 

Nothing was totouch the Ark), the oxen pulling the cart stumbled. 

It must obviously have looked as if the Ark was about to tumble out of thecart since a man 

named Uzzah “...reached out his hand to steady the Ark...TheLord‟s anger burned against 

Uzzah, and he struck him down because he put hishand on the Ark. So he died there before 

God.” (13:9-1O) 

Now at first sight - and I say this reverently - Uzzah‟s death seems to be”unfair”. Our reasoning 

would be that he was in fact trying to do something”good”, ie. stop the Ark from falling off the 

cart and perhaps smashing itselfto pieces. One or two things must be said here: 

(i) The incident -which includes Uzzah‟s action, David‟s anger (13:11) andour first reaction - is 

a classic example of the difference between man‟s wayof thinking and God‟s. 

Our first and natural reaction is invariably PRAGMATIC. To put it crudely, theman Uzzah was 

really trying to help God, although it is questionable if in thequickness of his action he thought 

that far. But in retrospect that is whatit comes down to. God‟s laws for the transport of the Ark 

were very clear.(Exod.25:1O-22; 4O:2O;Deut.1O:1-1O and other passages) 

(ii) Why then did Uzzah die? God, by almost violent contrast to man(keeping Uzzah‟s incident 

in mind), always thinks primarily in terms ofPRINCIPLES. No doubt God realized that Uzzah, 

as far as we know, meant wellBUT WITH GOD THAT WAS NOT THE POINT. 
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With God, Law and Principle overrides and over-rules everything else! Are weto assume that 

this is because His anger is like that of a unfeeling robot orcomputer lacking in sensitivity, 

compassion, and heart, in which “cause” and”effect are determined at the push of a button? 

Most emphatically No! The terrible death of our Lord, God‟s only begotten Sonwhom he loved 

with a love totally beyond our comprehension; the Atoning Deathplanned by God the Father, 

which would involve forsaking His Son - AND ALLTHIS FOR US SINNERS - dashes any 

concept of a cold, impersonal God. 

(iii) Uzzah‟s death lies, inter alia, in at least the following facts: (a)The PRINCIPLE that by 

touching the Ark Uzzah was breaking a law of God whichin turn meant an act of rebellion 

against the Person of God himself! 

Try to view the incident from God‟s point of view instead of your own. AsGod is the Creator 

and Giver of all life, He has the right to a primary orfirst point of view. 

God cannot separate his laws from his Person. Touch one and you affect theother. Break one 

and you break the law of a Person. Break the law of a Person,in this case God‟s, and you are in 

effect saying:” I don‟t care about yourlaws. They have no meaning for me and therefore no 

authority over me. In fact,I don‟t care about You!” 

Uzzah by breaking a law of God was rebelling against God. (Set aside‟feeling‟s‟ for a moment 

and think in terms of a Principle!) What is moreUssah broke the law publicly! Give God His 

due! Could He have allowed suchblatent breaking of His law to have gone unpunished? 

For God to have done nothing, would have amounted to a renunciation of HisGodhood. Why? 

Because He would have allowed a violation of His Godhood. Thestability of the integrity of his 

Godhood would have broken down. God isalways consistent. 

Allowing Uzzah to go unpunished would have revealed a flaw in the stabilityand integrity of 

God‟s Being, and He would have been no better thanany other pagan god. It is precisely His 

Principled Godhood that makes thedifference, -apart from other factors. 

 (b) A second fact emerges which Michael Wilcock puts thus:”The fate of Uzzah is a fearful 

warning against over-familiarity with God. Hisattitude to the thing (ie. the Ark) should have 

been as reverent as hisattitude to the Person. That, indeed, is the meaning of holiness. The 

Arkbelongs to God. It is specially his, consecrated to him. Therefore to beregarded with 

appropriate awe, and treated with appropriate respect. It isholy.” (M.Wilcock,op.cit.,p.67) 

If you read (a) and (b) as a unit you will see just how close they arein thought. ---------------------

----- 

To return then to our original question: why is propitiation necessary to‟placate‟ God? It is 

necessary because of His wrath and anger against sinor, to be more specific, the breaking of His 

laws. 

“ The wrath of God...is His steady, unrelenting, unremitting, uncompromisingantagonism to evil 

in all its forms and manifestations.” (Stott, op.cit.,p.173) 

Donald Guthrie adds: “ We cannot properly appreciate the idea of propitiationin Paul‟s thought 

without setting it alongside his teaching of the wrath ofGod (orge)..It must denote an active 

revulsion of holiness againstunholiness...he cannot abide sin... When Paul speaks of 

propitiation, he musthave had in mind God‟s righteous wrath against sin.” (D.Guthrie.NT 

Theology.Inter-Varsity Press,1981, pp.469-47O) 

 2) The Origin. The second important question that we mustseek to answer is: Who makes the 

propitiation? 

In any pagan context human beings seek to divert or avert the „divine‟ angerby the performance 

of rituals or the recitation of magic words or the offeringof vegetable, animal or even human 

sacrifices. This is thought to placate anangry deity, often with the hidden implication that he is 

being placatedagainst his will, but is bound by the power of the magic words or sacrifice. 

In the Christian Faith the position is entirely and totally reversed.The initiative springs from 

God Himself. To put it plainly: God propitiatesHimself. This is already clear in the OT 
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(Lev.17:11) It is even plainer inthe NT where we hear from Paul that “ God presented Him 

(Christ) as a”sacrifice of atonement” or “propitiation”......” (Rom.3:25) 

In other words: God did the providing himself! All of which confirms themagical words of 1.Jn. 

4:1O “ This is love: not that we loved God, but that Heloved us and sent his son as an atoning 

sacrifice (propitiation) for oursins.” From this we note the following: 

(i) Propitiation does not cause God‟s love. Rather, God‟s love causespropitiation. Prof.J.Murray 

puts it this way: “ The atonement does not win orconstrain the love of God. The love of God 

constrains the atonement...It mustbe regarded, therefore, as a settled datum (ie. „fact‟) that the 

love of Godis the cause or source of the atonement.” (J.Murray. Redemption Accomplishedand 

Applied. Eerdmans, 1955, p.14, footnote 1) 

(ii) Propitiation is not the turning of the wrath of God into love. Such aconcept is decidedly 

pagan. It is one thing to say that the wrathful God is”made” loving. That would be entirely false. 

It is another thing to say thatthe wrathful God “is” loving. That is profoundly true. It is also true 

thatHis anger was propitiated through his own gift of Christ as the Lamb on thecross. 

(iii) To close this sub-section, some words from Prof. Leon Morris: “Heprovides the way 

whereby men may come to Him. Thus the use of the concept ofpropitiation witnesses to two 

great realities, the one, the reality andseriousness of the divine reaction against sin, and the 

other, the reality andthe greatness of the divine love which provided the gift which should 

avertthe wrath from men.” (L.Morris. The Apostolic Preaching of the Cross.Tyndale, 3rd ed. 

Sept. 1965, p.211) 

 3) The Subject. Now, it is perfectly true, seen from one pointof view, that the Subject offered to 

propitiate is Christ. Yet the whole themegoes deeper than that, for on a much deeper level the 

Subject propitiated isGod himself, and the choice of Christ not an arbitrary, but very 

deliberatechoice. 

Prof.Murray sums it up:” The Atonement is that which meets the exigencies ofholiness and 

justice. (Murray,op.cit.,p.38) 

Let‟s simplify it if we can. Because God loves Himself supremely, He cannotallow what 

belongs to the integrity of His Being - His Law(s)- to becompromised or broken at will, without 

retributive action. His Being andGlory would be compromised and this would result in His 

defeat. 

From this (and from His deliberate Propitiatory Act through a deliberatelychosen vehicle, His 

Son), we can only conclude that God, who does nothingarbitrarily, Propitiated Himself (i) to 

restore every broken law, and (ii) byso doing vindicated the perfections of His glorious Person 

and Being onceagain. 

Put another way: To have left His laws broken and His glory violated wouldhave meant His 

defeat at the hands of the devil. This is both unthinkable andimpossible. In His Propitiatory Act 

God (to quote Prof. Murray again)”...meets the exigencies of (His own) holiness and justice.” 

(see quoteabove) ------------------------ 

 QUESTIONS 

 1. What causes the “Need” for propitiation? 

 2. How does Prof. C. H. Dodd seek to “reinterpret” propitiation, and what is the Evangelical‟s 

answer to him? 

 3. What is the Evangelical Doctrine of Propitiation? 

 4. Discuss and give your own understanding of the Cause, the Origin and the Subject of the 

Issue. 

 COURSE OO5 

 ---------------------------------------- �
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---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I. THE HEART OF IT. 

 1) The Problem of Forgiveness. “We have located the problem offorgiveness in the gravity of 

sin and the majesty of God, that is, in therealities of who we are and who God is. How can the 

holy love of God come toterms with the unholy lovelessness of man?” (J.R.W.Stott. The Cross 

of Christ.Inter-Varsity Press, 1986, p.133) 

The problem is not outside of God, but is located within His Being. BecauseGod cannot 

contradict Himself, He must be true to Himself and act in absoluteconsistency with His Nature 

and Character. He cannot “simply” forgive andleave broken laws scattered around, as it were. 

In the previous Chapter it was made clear that to allow this would mean aviolation of God‟s 

Perfect Holiness and the rules that govern the violation ofthat Holiness. It would mean, in effect, 

leaving sin unpunished and “undealt”with. 

This is made clear in the remarkable passage Isaiah 6:1-7. In verse eight itis apparent that the 

Lord God, (“high and exalted”-v.1), is searching orlooking for someone to take a message to the 

people of God. The message isoutlined in vv.9-13. 

It is a hard message of judgement...the cities will be ruined...thehouses left deserted...the fields 

ruined and ravaged. (v.11) 

What is significant is the extreme care God takes to find the right person totake this message. 

Perhaps one should rather say the most righteous person (inthe light of v.7) 

Before the question: “ Whom shall I send?”, which occurs in verse 8, threeincidents have 

occured: 

(i) A moving and majestic description of God in His holiness. This takes upthe first four verses 

of Is.6. 

(ii) Isaiah‟s own overwhelming sense of sinfulness in v.5 
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(ii) The cleansing of Isaiah‟s lips with the live coal, and the core or heartof the matter with the 

pronouncement in v.7: “...your guilt is taken away andyour sin atoned for.” 

God is not prepared to allow anyone to pronounce His judgement, until thatperson‟s sins have 

been cleansed and atoned for. Before it reaches that pointwe must first have a lesson in God‟s 

holiness! 

All of which brings us back to our subtitle, namely, the problem offorgiveness. The passage in 

Is.6 underlines this in a most emphatic manner.How? Where it starts! It does not start with 

Isaiah‟s sense of sin, or withhis guilt being atoned for. It start‟s with God‟s Holiness. 

As I have said: the PRIMARY problem with forgiveness is GOD‟S HOLINESS. Stottquotes 

P.T.Forsyth: “Without a holy God there would be no need for atonement.It is the holiness of 

God‟s love that necessitates the atoning cross...”(Stott, ibid., p.132) 

This is not necessarily an endorsement of all Forsyth‟s theology, but he makesthe point better 

than I. Substitute Forsyth‟s word “atonement” with the word”forgiveness”, and hopefully the 

point I‟ve been trying to make in thissection will be clearer. 

 2) How then? How then can we marry God‟s Holiness with theForgiveness of sin? Or, put 

another way, how can God simultaneously expressor reveal His Holiness-in-Judgement and His 

Love-in-Pardon? Or, to narrow iteven further, how can God maintain both at the same time? 

Only by providing a divine (ie. „God-appointed‟) Substitute for the sinner,in such a way that the 

substitute would receive the judgement and the sinnerthe pardon. 

In the OT the concept of “substitution” was central. In laying his hands onthe head of the 

offering (eg. a lamb) the priest transferred symbolically(remember this is still the OT!) the sin, 

liability and guilt of the Israeliteto the „sin-offering‟. 

Says Prof. J. Murray: “ This is the pivot on which the transaction turned. Thenotion in essence 

was that the sin of the offerer was imputed to the offeringand the offering bore as a result the 

death penalty. It was substitutiveendurance of the penalty or liability due to sin.” (J.Murray. 

RedemptionAccomplished and Applied. Eerdmans, 1955, p.31) 

For those for whom this is perhaps the proverbial, theologicallyimpossible-to-understand 

statement, let us simplify it without emptying it ofthe profundity of which only Prof. Murray 

was so very capable of filling hisstatements. 

The „player‟s‟ in the Drama, (or: dramatis personae), together withtheir „action‟s‟, are as 

follows: 

(i) There is first the “offerer” or sinner.(ii) He is under a liability or penalty because he has 

sinned.(iii) This penalty or judgement is that of „spiritual and physical death‟. (Gen.2:17)(iv) 

The “offerer” or sinner has no means by which to wipe out his sins or make holy his sinful 

nature. These are his “liabilities” or, collectively speaking, his “liability”. ------------ 

(v) The “offering” - such as a lamb - is the SUBSTITUTE which the sinner now “offers” in his 

place. To do what?(vi) To symbolically (in the OT) take both his “liability” and “penalty” off 

him and upon itself. That is, both his sin and the judgement of death. How?(vii) By literally 

dying in his place. The “offering” endures (remember that tough little phrase in the quote, 

“substitutive endurance,” ?) death in the place of the “offerer”.(viii) In the NT our Lord Jesus 

Christ is NOT any longer simply a SYMBOLIC Substitute, but a REAL Substitute who really 

takes all our Liability of sin and the Judgement of Death off us and upon Himself. He is thus our 

Substitutionary-Offering or Sacrifice. -------------- 

I have run ahead deliberately, because this concept of “Substitution” cansometimes be difficult 

to grasp at first. Hopefully, a foundation will belaid making it easier to understand what, DV, is 

to come. 

II. THE RICHNESS OF A “SUBSTITUTIONARY-GOSPEL”. 

 1) Metaphors. A number of the great “salvation words” in theScriptures have a kind of built-in 

metaphorical imagery. 
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To refresh your memory let me remind you of the definition of a metaphor: Itis a figure of 

speech in which two things or two actions are likened to eachother, on the strength of some 

common quality, -though- in all other respectsthey are different or unlike. 

A “Simile” (which is a „long‟ metaphor) would, for example, be: “ Miss AmeliaJones is like a 

fussy old hen.” 

A “Metaphor” (which is a „short‟ simile) would, for eg., be: “ Miss AmeliaJones is a fussy old 

hen.” 

The whole idea revolves around some similarity or common quality. Now let‟smove on to 

higher things! ------------------- 

What we must see then is the link-up between these “salvation words” and theconcept of 

“substitution” in terms of metaphorical similarity. 

“Redemption” is substitutionary because it means that Christ paid theliability (see above: 

I,2),(ii),(iii),(iv) and (viii) ) or price that we couldnot pay. He paid with His blood in our stead. 

As a result, we -as sinners- gofree. 

“Justification” looks at our salvation legally or judicially, and the NTteaches that Christ took 

our legal liability in our stead. Perhaps you are alittle confused having just read the paragraph 

above in which the word”liability” also appears. 

Let us clear this up before we proceed: (i) In the paragraph dealing with”Redemption” the 

liability referred to is the actual price paid for ourredemption, ie. the blood of Christ; (ii) In the 

paragraph dealing with our”Justification” the legal liability which Christ takes upon himself in 

ourstead is the breaking of God‟s laws! Hence it being „legal‟. He took ourlaw-breaking upon 

himself. Thus, in both cases, there is the idea of”substitution” - “in our place”. 

“Reconciliation” means the making of two alienated parties at one with eachother by taking 

away the cause of the alienation and hostility. In this casethe cause is sin, and Christ removed 

that cause by becoming “sin for us”(2.Cor.5:21) This was a substitutionary act. 

“Propitiation” points to the removal of God‟s holy anger from us. Our Lordtook the wrath off us 

onto Himself; our sin drew it down on us, but Christbore it for us. (The key thoughts in this 

section on “Metaphors” came fromProf. Leon Morris, although I took the liberty of explaining 

and expandingfurther. L.Morris. The Cross in the New Testament. Paternoster, no date 

given,p.4O5) 

 2) Not just “ Representation “. The whole idea of “Substitution”seems to be out of favour. Yet 

there are clearly passages which are extremelydifficult to understand, let alone exegete and 

explain unless substitution istaken into account, cf. Rom.5:6+8; 2.Cor.5:21; Gal.3:13-14; 

Heb.7:26-27; 9:26-28; 1.Pet.2:24 and of course Isaiah 53. 

This section is not so much a condemnation, per se, of the concept that Christwas our 

“Representative”. It rather has the intention of pointing out theweaknesses of such a view, 

especially for the theologian who is unhappy withthe Evangelical concept of Substitution and 

tries to wriggle his way out ofthe situation with the, perhaps, more acceptable and blander-

sounding word”Representative.” 

 (i) Lack of Clarity. Prof. L. Morris suggests that the”...concept of representation as commonly 

used suffers from lack of accuratedefinition. Very few who accept this and reject substitution 

take the troubleto give a definition of either term.” (Morris,ibid., p.4O7) 

If one accepts the Evangelical doctrine of Substitution then it may doubted ifthere a is great 

difference between them, or that the distinction is so great. 

The World Book Dictionary defines the word “represent” (as it is relevant toour theme): “ to act 

in place of; speak and act for;” and “representative” as”a person appointed to act or speak for 

others”. 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as: “ The fact of standing for, or inplace of, some 

other thing or person, especially with a right or authority toact on their account; substitution of 

one thing or person for another.” 
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The same Dictionary gives as the meaning of “substitution”: “ The putting ofone person or thing 

in place of another.” 

Applying especially the latter two definitions to Christ‟s Death it isdifficult to see where to draw 

the line of difference between the two words”representative” and “substitutionary”. Except that 

the theological concept of”Substitution” is much sharper and clearer. 

As we shall see in a moment that „exception‟ may be very telling andsignificant in certain 

circumstances. 

 (ii) The Problem of Personal Delegation. The „exception‟ thatreveals how flawed the word 

“representative” can be, is found in the lastpart of the definition given by the World Book 

Dictionary above, namely, “aperson appointed to act or speak for others.” It all depends upon 

who makesthe appointment. 

Dr.Bruce Milne has the following to say about the usage of the word. The word”representation”, 

he points out, is acceptable enough to describe our unionwith Christ in His death and 

resurrection (Rom.6:1f; Gal.2:2O; Col.2:12;3:1f;2.Tim.2:11) It also covers the concept of Christ 

as the last Adam (Rom.5:12f;1.Cor.15:22f.) 

Milne then continues: “ As far as atonement is concerned, however, it cannottell the whole 

story, for it implies that the representative is provided andput forward by those he represents. At 

that point the word is fundamentallymisleading; we do not put Christ forward on our behalf. We 

are helpless andcondemned...He acts for us in the radical sense of going on our behalf wherewe 

cannot, doing in our place what we cannot do. Substitution is the...onlyway of expressing that 

essential factor at the heart of the atonement.”(B.Milne. Know The Truth.Inter-Varsity 

Press,1982,p.159.Emphasis author‟s) 

Prof. Morris concludes that unless “representation” is specifically linkedwith “substitution” it is 

better avoided. (Morris,op.cit., p.4O9, alsofootnote 122.) 

 (iii) Definitions. In the work of Salvation there are at leastsix crucial words. They are: 

“Sacrifice, Substitution, Expiation,Propitiation, Reconciliation and Redemption.” 

With Prof. J. Murray‟s help the following may help to more narrowly defineeach of the words 

above: 

: Sacrifice is the result of the need created by our guilt.: Substitution is the need which arises 

from an acceptable substitute to stand in our place in dealing with sin.: Expiation is the need 

created by the pollution of sin.: Propitiation is the need that arises from the wrath or anger of 

God: Reconciliation is the need arising from our alienation from God.: Redemption is the need 

arising from the bondage or slavery to which our sin has consigned us.(See:Murray,op.cit.,p.49) 

III. CONCLUDING MERITS 

 1) A Genuine Attempt to face the Problems. Therelationship of the sinner to God bristles with 

problems. There is of coursemuch truth in the now somewhat-cliched statement that we have 

and must preach” The Simple Gospel.” 

In a world where there is little theological coinage left and where even thesimplest of concepts 

can no longer be taken for granted, it is downright follyto make the Gospel so complex in our 

testimony that it only deepens itsmysteries. 

If you will allow me a short diversion here (hopefully it will give yourperhaps overworked brain 

some relaxation too!) I would like to share anillustration of the position we have reached, 

particularly in the West, butnot excluding large parts of the East. 

It is related to my earlier remark that, from a Biblical and Evangelicalperspective, even the 

simplest or most obvious concepts of, for example,”Morality”, are no longer even considered a 

viable alternative. The examplecomes from the Time magazine of July 3O, 199O. The article by 

Leonard Schulmanis “Imagining Other Lives.” 

America‟s most influential „Gay‟ writer is Edmund White. He is “...a man ofadmitted 

compulsive-obsessive sexual behaviour.” (Time, ibid., p.64) He isthe author of such books as 
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“States of Desires: Travels in Gay America”(198O), “A Boy‟s Own Story” (1982) and others. 

He has been diagnosedHIV-positive, but does not as yet have the symptoms of AIDS. 

I will not comment on his writing, I am not qualified to do that. The Frenchnewspaper „Le 

Monde‟ considers him the most accomplished American novelistsince Henry James. Be that as 

it may, my observations lie elsewhere. 

What strikes one forcibly is, what might be called, the „uncritical-openess‟with which the 

subject of homosexuality is simply accepted and discussed. Nomoral or ethical dimension is 

introduced anywhere in any meaningful manner, -even though it falls within the parameters of 

morality. 

This is in fact the point! The writer of the article and Time magazine itselfhave removed the 

subject of homosexuality (in this article at any rate) fromthe dimension of morality and placed it 

within the ethos of what is “normal”. 

For example, the writer describes a small dinner party hosted by Edmund Whitewhere White 

openly states (and remember that he is also „openly‟ stating thisto the approximately 4 million 

plus readers of Time as well!), that he‟s notsure how much longer he‟ll be at Brown University. 

Why? 

Because, as he says to the acting chairman of the French Department, HenryMajewski, who is 

one of the guests: “Quite frankly, it all depends on whetherthey let my boyfriend in or not...”. 

(Time,ibid., p.66) The “they” is areference to the U.S. Immigration Department. 

The striking photograph of Edmund White plus the ethos of the whole articlehas stripped 

homosexuality from any moral dimension, and thus from anEvangelical point of view, from the 

realm of any moral guilt as well. In thelight of our present theme it also removes it from the 

realm of “Needs”associated with the six crucial salvation words in the previous section(II,2),(iii) 

“Definitions” ) 

This is how far away we have drifted, in our Culture, from what Evangelicalsview as issues of 

morality. In such a society, where basic theologicalconcepts are no longer considered to be 

germaine to the circle of morality, wedo need to preach a complex Gospel „simply‟, so that it 

can be understood.Sinners - and I realize how paradoxical this must sound - are blind enough 

asit is! Let us not make it worse. ---------------- 

Having said this, we must not confuse “simple” with “simplistic”. 

This is said for a very good reason. A “simple” answer has as its object thepurpose of reducing 

something complex to something easier, something morebasic in order to help someone 

understand a truth (note!) at a level at whichthey can understand it without stripping it of its 

basic accuracy. 

It also has the built-in presupposition that having understood the truth inits simpler form, one 

can then build on that to understand that same truth asit grows in complexity. This is true of 

almost any field of truth, be itmathematics, physics, chemistry and so on. 

From the simple equation 2+2=4 the student will, with perseverance, move onto understand the 

complex theories of Einstein and Stephen Hawking and themysteries of Mathematics and 

Physics. But note that whether simple or complexthe student never strays from the truth! 

Being “simplistic” is another story altogether. Here the truth is changed tosuit the hearer to 

make him think he understands the truth, even complextruth. Facts are twisted and the hearer 

ends up with an untruth or halftruthwhich inevitably leads to the labyrinth of untruth. -------------

--- 

Now, one of the great merits of viewing salvation, and more especially theAtonement, by means 

of “Substitution” is not only that as a metaphor it can befairly quickly grasped, but it makes a 

genuine attempt to face the bristlingproblems of the relationship of the sinner to God. 

In the rash of Christian books, popular magazines, sermons, conferencemessages, and films, 

today, great emphasis is laid on the present and futurein terms of forgiveness, reconciliation, 
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fellowship, love, the Christian‟sself-image, learning to love yourself (by which is sometimes 

meant: „learn toaccept God‟s forgiveness‟) 

Furthermore, much emphasis is placed on victorious Christian living, Christianmarriage, 

aggressive witnessing, the use of Christian apologetics, theChristian‟s role in society, culture, 

politics and so on. 

No one can deny that these areas are important and that many are neglected, tothe detriment of 

the Church. 

( To demonstrate that I have no axe to grind I ought to perhaps mention my owninterest for over 

2O years in the Christian‟s understanding of andrelationship to our 2Oth Century culture and in 

particular such areas asfilms, TV, advertising, „Pop‟ music and other forms of popular culture. 

How dowe as Christian‟s live in such an ethos and world? How does one make theGospel 

relevant without making it cheap or run the risk of „simplification‟?) 

However, in sometimes over-emphasizing one of these areas through lack ofwisdom and 

theological insight and the discipline of seeing the total picture,we run the risk of forgetting 

Christian basics. 

It is unhealthy and unbalanced for any Christian to be solely an expert inmarriage counselling or 

on „relationships‟ or by and large only concentrate onthe victorious and inspirational side of 

Christianity, without, for examplehaving a firm grasp of “Substitution”. Why? 

The answer is: the inherent merit which an understanding of substitutionbrings in answering 

critical questions that the other topics cannot answer,topics and questions of the utmost 

importance. Such as? 

Such as the problem of the removal of that which causes alienation between Godand myself, 

namely sin. The other topics I mentioned above are oftenoverworked, stand or fall, are 

understood Biblically or not and are preachedcorrectly or not, depending on one‟s grasp or not 

of such a basic truth assubstitution. 

Put another way. Christ‟s substitutionary act answers questions relating tosin, guilt, God‟s anger 

and judgement, God‟s Law and concept of Justice, whyHe demands perfect Righteousness, why 

and what penalty Christ paid in ourstead, why He was even on a cross, why He had to suffer so 

terribly and whyHe - of all people - had to die. 

Critical questions about basic Christian truths are answered in a way in whichthe other 

approaches are unable to answer. Others approaches build on thebasics laid by the 

substitutionary approach. 

 2) The Nature of God. A further merit that “Substitution”has is that it clearly portrays the 

Nature of God. He is not, when youhave a fully orbed view of substitution, a God who ignores 

sin. The doctrineshows very clearly His absolute standards of holiness and His judicialintegrity. 

It reveals God‟s implacable hostility towards sin in all forms. To return to aprevious point, it 

reveals God‟s integrity because it shows that He has dealtwith sin in the only way possible: by 

not allowing it an „existence‟ of itsown by shrugging it off, or by passing it over as some kind of 

psychologicalmishap. Forgiveness is not handed out in a sentimental-compassionate 

manner(sentimental-compassion is fraudulent quite simply because it is „sentimental‟and not 

„realist‟) 

God dealt with sin properly, ie. in a legal and judicial way because sin isessentially a breaking 

of the law which must, if it is to retain its legalityand integrity, have penalties attached to it, -

such as God‟s anger, punishmentand ultimate alienation from God in hell. All this God deals 

with insubstitution and at the same time He remains a Just God. 

God‟s astonishing love for sinners is revealed. Prof.Sinclair Ferguson isquite correct when he 

says that despite “...assumptions to the contrary - thereality of the love of God for us is often the 

last thing in the world to dawnupon us.” (S.B.Ferguson. Children of the Living God. Banner of 

Truth, 1989,p.27 .Italics mine) 
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Like the Eldest son in the Parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15), we have oureyes so fixed upon 

ourselves ( and our sins and failures) that we fail to seethe rich love of God toward us. A proper 

understanding of substitutionredresses that. 

As Paul puts it: “ But God demonstrates his own love for us in this:While we were still sinners, 

Christ died for us.” (Rom.5:8) The threewords “...his own love...” are most precious to any 

Christian. Not another‟slove; not some abstract love of a cosmic, pantheistic kind of god; not 

eventhe Son‟s love (although that is indisputable), but the Father‟s own, personallove 

demonstrated! 

To a discovery of this love there is only one possible response, that of thePsalmist:” Praise the 

Lord, all my soul; all my inmost being, praise his holyname...who forgives all your sins...who 

redeems your life from the pit andcrowns you with love and compassion........”. (Ps.1O3:1-4) 

Amen. ---------------------------- 

 QUESTIONS 

 1. Describe and discuss the heart of “Substitution”. 

 2. Would you agree with the statement that the Gospel of Substitution is very “rich”, from a 

spiritual point of view? Outline the reasons why you think so. 

 3. Write an Essay on the Merits of “Substitution”. Make use of the notes of the entire Chapter. 

 

 COURSE OO5 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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I. PROTESTANT AND ROMAN CATHOLIC DIFFERENCES 

 l) Imperfect Satisfaction 

 (i) The Roman Catholic View of Sin 

 (a) Two Stages 

 (b)” Donum Superadditum “ 

 (ii) Practical Implications of the Roman Catholic View 

 (iii) The Lord‟s Supper 

 2) Perfect Satisfaction 

 

II. ONE SINGLE HISTORICAL ACCOMPLISHMENT 

 1) Once for all 

 2) It‟s Historic Objectivity 

 3) Heilsgeschichte or Salvation-History 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

I. PROTESTANT AND ROMAN CATHOLIC DIFFERENCES 

 1) Imperfect Satisfaction. I must start off by stating that itis not the purpose of these Chapters 

or Courses to violently attack anypersons or theological views with deliberate malice. That such 

outburstsbelong to the realm of the fanatic and emotionally unbalanced. 

On the other hand this does not mean that we do not hold to clear,unambiguous, orthodox and 

classical Protestant and Evangelical Theologicalviews. We do so unashamedly and where 

necessary may have to respectfully butfirmly differ from views other than Protestant and 

Evangelical. 

I trust that we will never knowingly distort an opposite point of view. We mayhowever, with 

charity in our hearts, but in clarity of thought, make use ofour freedom of conscience and on the 

basis of Scripture alone take up aposition against a non-Evangelical one. This will become very 

apparent in theCourse on the Cults. 

Such is the case with the Atonement and the Roman Catholic view of Sin and theLord‟s Supper, 

both of which are closely allied to the RC theological positionon the atonement. A brief 

analysis, critique and (hopefully gracious) but firmrejection of the RC position is thus of 

necessity here since we are dealing inthese Chapters with the Work of Christ. ------------------- 

 (i) The Roman Catholic View of Sin. It is important that weknow the RC position as it has a 

direct bearing on one‟s perception of thefinality and perfection of the atonement. 

(a) Two Stages. Perhaps the analogy of a two-stage rocket will not be out ofplace to explain the 

RC position. To simplify things we may say that thefirst stage is indwelling concupiscence. This 

is a spiritual disorder, forceor impulse rooted in human nature (sometimes related to sexual lust) 
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It isnot in itself sin. It is, however closely related to sinfulness, and is -so tospeak - the gasoline 

or petrol that fuels sin. The Latin word is „fomes‟. 

In this area, so it seems, RC theologians place the dispositions and habitsthat are not really in 

accord with the will of God. They are of a sinfulcharacter, but they are not sins in the strict 

sense of the word. 

The second stage consists of real sin. To quote Berkhof, the RC position isthat: “ Real sin 

always consists in a conscious act of the will.” (L. BerkhofSystematic Theology. Eerdmans, 

1953, p.235. The emphasis is mine.) Real sinis fueled by the concupiscence which is at the back 

of sin. 

(b) “Donum Superadditum.” The background to all this is the belief that whenAdam fell he only 

lost what is called the “donum superadditum” which refers tothe „superimposed gift or gifts‟ 

that were special and supernatural giftswhich Adam received at his creation. This was over and 

above what he alreadyhad. 

It was a special grace “...which made it possible for him to gain specialinsight into himself, his 

maker, and the world.” (S.Ozment. The Age ofReform.: 125O-155O. Yale University 

Press,198O,p.27) It is also called”original righteousness”. 

The upshot of the Fall was that Adam only lost this original righteousness,leaving man in a kind 

of neutral position, but able to gain „spiritual merit‟with God. This immediately means that the 

RC view of the Fall, Sin and gainingRighteousness is diametrically opposite to the Evangelical 

view. It also meansthat the RC view of Forgiveness and Atonement is different. 

The Evangelical position is that Adam was perfectly Righteous at his Creationand that when he 

fell the whole inner structure of his spiritual life in termsof mind, emotions and will, etc. 

collapsed to such an extent that he can donothing towards (i) gaining any „spiritual merit‟ 

through any „good works‟,and (ii) is totally dependent upon God‟s grace as revealed in Christ‟s 

atoningwork for sinners. 

 (ii) Practical Implications of the RC View. The RC positioncannot really make allowance for a 

final and therefore perfect substitutionaryatonement by Christ. 

According to RC theology, says Prof. Murray “...the work of satisfactionaccomplished by Christ 

does not relieve the faithful of the necessity ofmaking satisfaction for sins which they have 

committed.” (J.Murray. RedemptionAccomplished and Applied. Eerdmans, 1955, p.59) 

Baptism blots out all past sins as regards their eternal and temporarypunishment. As regards 

future sins the eternal punishment of believers is alsoblotted out by baptism. However, as 

regards post baptismal sins (sinscommitted after baptism) there is an interim or temporary 

punishment for whichthe faithful must make satisfaction either in this life or the next 

inpurgatory. Thus the RC view. 

Partial satisfaction is closely linked with the ongoing usage of the SevenSacraments. These are: 

Confirmation, Penance, Extreme Unction, Ordination inHoly Orders, Matrimony (the so-called 

five „lesser‟ sacraments), and then tocomplete the Seven there is Baptism and the Lord‟s Supper 

(the two majorsacraments or „mysteries‟) 

 (iii) The Lord‟s Supper. The RC understanding of this sacramentis that of Transubstantiation. 

In a miraculous manner the elements of breadand wine are literally changed into the actual body 

and blood of Christ. 

What is important for our purpose is that “...inasmuch as there is the realpresence of Christ in 

the supper - body, blood, soul, and divinity - asacrifice is offered to God...(and)..that the 

sacrifice offered ispropitiatory...”. (W.A.Elwell,Ed.,Evangelical Dictionary of Theology. 

BakerBook House, 2nd.Printing, Jan. 1985, p.654. Italics mine) 

From this it becomes clear that at each “Mass” Christ is sacrificed again andthe continual 

utilization of the Mass acts - ex opere operato - as an agentfor forgiveness from God. 

 2) Perfect Satisfaction. The Protestant position is the exactopposite of what seems to be a 

complex system of actions done for and by thefaithful in the RC theological system. 
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The Protestant and Evangelical position is, we believe much simpler and isbased on the 

straightforward exegesis and understanding of both the OT and NTteaching. It is that “...the 

satisfaction of Christ is the only satisfactionfor sin and is so perfect and final that it leaves no 

penal liability for anysin of the believer.” (Murray, op.cit.,p.59) 

II. ONE SINGLE HISTORICAL ACCOMPLISHMENT. 

 1) Once for all. It is immensely important to realize thatthe atonement was a Once-for-all 

happening. Pointing the way to it were thesymbolic sacrifices in the OT. 

Yet, even here there are Messianic passages such as Ps.22 and Is.53, as wellas the references to 

the “Suffering Servant”, which indicated that a timewould come when the OT sacrifices would 

end and be consummated in the Personof the Messiah. The symbolic lamb would become the 

sacrificial Lamb of God. 

The writer to the Hebrews stresses this in particular. Unlike other highpriests who had to offer 

sacrifices day after day, both for himself and forthe nation, - an incredible, unending event that 

never ceased in theTabernacle or the Temple (except when the people were driven into 

exile),stretching across centuries of history, the greatest High Priest of them all,Christ was: 

“...sacrificed for their sins once for all when he offeredhimself.” (Heb.7:27) 

In another part of Hebrews the writer repeats something of his previousargument but adds an 

important rider. Christ, he says, has not entered anyearthly Temple with his blood as a sacrificial 

offering. He entered directlyinto the presence of the Father in heaven itself. 

Neither -and it seems to me this shatters the RC teaching that Christ isoffered anew in every 

Mass - does Christ “...enter heaven to offer himselfagain and again” 

Why not? The writer answers that if that were the case: “Then Christ wouldhave had to suffer 

many times since the creation of the world, but now he hasappeared once for all... to do away 

with sin by the sacrifice of himself.(Heb.9: 25f) So,”...Christ was sacrificed once...” (Heb.9:28) 

As if that were not enough he continues arguing in the very next chapterpointing out that at one 

stage daily sacrifices were necessary because theblood of animals did not ultimately cleanse 

from sin. Again comes thecontrast: “But when this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice 

forsins...because by one sacrifice he has made perfect forever...etc.”(Heb.1O:12-13) 

Having re-emphasised the oneness five times in the space of four chapters, onewonders how 

many more times he needs to repeat this theological, literal,historical and practical fact to 

convince us of it? 

One thing is very clear. The writer wants to reinforce the singularity of thisevent in order to 

drive home the fact that when Christ died on the cross andthe curtain separating the Holy Place 

from the Holy of Holies was torn apart(Lk.23:45) all sacrifices in the Temple should have 

ceased instantly, becausethe Ultimate Sacrifice had been made; perfect, acceptable to God, 

fulfillingthe OT and final! ------------------ 

In astronomical circles the main theory for the beginning of our Universe isthe so-called Big 

Bang Theory. I‟m quite sure if you read the newspapers andTime or Newsweek you will have 

heard of the theory. There are two aspects ofthis Theory I want to use to illustrate the “Once-

for-all” aspect of Christ‟ssacrifice. 

I use a secular theory a little reluctantly to illustrate such a trulyHoly event, but do so reverently. 

In the Big Bang Theory all matter, so the theory goes, was compressed into onesingle point of 

space which they call the point of singularity. Then in oneapocalyptic moment that dense point 

of matter exploded hurtling millions ofGalaxies with their millions of stars, etc. across billions 

of miles orkilometers of lightyears. 

According to the findings of the American astronomer Edwin Hubble in 1929, thegalaxies are 

expanding away from this point of explosion and the farther thegalaxy is from us the faster it 

appears to be speeding away! That does not, ofcourse, mean that we are the center of the 

Universe. 
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So there was a One-Time happening, and secondly there were the consequences ofan ever 

expanding Universe. It would be like blowing up a balloon with spotson it. I am not qualified to 

comment on the Theory; I am just using it as anillustration. 

 ------------------- 

Dare I now apply the theory with Christ‟s sacrifice in mind? Our Lord‟s deathand sacrifice was 

a One-Time happening, but the consequences of that one-timehappening, some 2,OOO years 

ago, has continued from one point, the Cross, toexpand farther and farther around the globe 

resulting in the application ofthe atonement to the lives of many millions for whom his sacrifice 

has becomea personal reality. 

 2) It‟s Historic Objectivity. The atonement did not take placein a „metaphysical‟ or „spiritual‟ 

dimension that is supra-historical oroutside the kind of history rooted in the lives of real people, 

geographicallocalities, exact physical locations. 

It did not happen in a dimension outside the boundaries of time, space andhistory. In other 

words it did not take place in a mystical dimension wheretime, space and history are absent. 

Dr.Francis Schaeffer could hardly have put it more graphically when he saidthat the cross was 

so real that if you ran your thumb up one of its edges youwould get a splinter in it. 

Now, as Evangelicals we must insist upon this “historicity” of the cross. Thereason is obvious. 

If the atonement did not take place in real, ordinary,everyday history then it never took place at 

all. 

Why do I put it so strongly? The reason is that I suspect that -inter alia -the theory of evolution 

has done great harm to the usage of certain Englishwords and their meaning. We speak loftily of 

“ The forces of history...” or “History has proved...” or “ Together history and nature have 

caused...”. But”history” is not a person! “Nature” is not a mother! The bottom line is thatit is 

people who create history. 

There is such a thing as “real” history, but it is people living at a certaintime who actually, really 

and finally “make” history. If God had not createdthe Universe and our galaxy and our solar 

system and a real man, Adam, therewould be no history at all, since only God lives in a 

dimension beyond timeand history. 

From a theological and Biblical point of view there is only the dimension of”history” that 

people create and the dimension of non- history („eternity‟)where God dwells. We may use the 

term and concept of “history” in metaphors,poetry, fairy stories, or as a literary medium in 

literary genres, but that isnot real history. 

The delightful and perceptive stories of Narnia by C.S.Lewis or the quitemagnificent and epic 

story of Middle-Earth and its Hobbits and “Lord of theRings” by Tolkien, as well as a host of 

similar genres spawned by them (the‟Dragon‟ series of Anne McCaffrey) are perfectly 

legitimate in their ownsphere. But no such lands or countries or people or creatures really exist. 

A very important point follows from this principle and that is thatbecause these countries and 

creatures do not exist, the so-called “historical”actions in them never took place,- except as we 

enjoyed them in our minds andimagination. That is where they belong: in the delightful land of 

ourimaginations! 

We come back to our question: why emphasize the point so much? 

 3) Heilsgeschicte or Salvation History. I have stressed thehistorical reality of Biblical history 

because of the powerful 2Oth Centurytheological movement named “Heilsgeschicte”, which 

includes men like OscarCullmann, W.G.Kummel, Eduard Schweizer, Eduard Lohse, Ulrich 

Wilkens,C.H.Dodd, G.von Rad and others. 

What do they believe? It is a complex theological system, so only thebare bones, relevant to our 

theme, will be given. 

Let‟s first establish what they do not believe. Although they trace the rootsof their theology 

back to the Bible and insist that “salvation” must begrounded in the Bible, they nevertheless, 

paradoxically, accept that the Bibleis “...a product of the early Christian community and not a 
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totally reliableaccount of the life and teaching of Jesus.” (H.M.Conn. Contemporary 

WorldTheology. Presbyterian and Reformed, 1973, p.43. Italics mine) 

Furthermore, “...he (Cullmann) calls the biblical accounts of creationand the second coming 

“myths‟s”.” (Conn,ibid.,p.43) Carl F.Henry putsit more technically when he says that these 

theologians “...stillhesitate to regard the meaning of salvation as objectively given 

andaccessible.” (C.F.H.Henry. Frontiers in Modern Theology. Moody, 2nd Printing,1968, 

pp.44-45. Italics mine.) 

One sees immediately that while giving the Scriptures a certain value in theirthinking, they are 

poles apart from Evangelicals in rejecting them as thefinal, authoritative, infallible and 

historically reliable Word of God. 

What then do they mean when they use the words “salvation” and “history” inthe single phrase 

“salvation-history”? I am going to avoid the intricatephilosophical aspects. 

We must, they say, understand these terms subjectively not objectively. 

Salvation, to put it simply, is to experience Christ in an “existential” (ie.basically in a mystical, 

suprarational or if you like „beyond the rational‟)and “supra-historical” (ie. in a dimension 

above and beyond what we havedefined as real history) manner. 

To quote Carl Henry again: “Their emphasis falls...upon individual spiritualencounter not only 

as the focal point of illumination but as the focal pointof the revelation of divine meaning.” 

(Henry, ibid., p.46) 

Thus, it seems, a genuine, existential encounter with Christ results inpersonal “illumination” 

(which is the experience of salvation), as well as”revelation” (the Bible becomes the divine 

revelation of God to you.)Obviously the parameters of Heilsgeschichte Theology is much 

bigger, but inpersonal terms this is what it boils down to. 

If you grasped what I was speaking about earlier in relation to the‟imaginary‟ worlds of Narnia, 

Tolkien‟s Middle-Earth, etc. then you will graspwhat I‟m about to put to you now. 

We saw that these „imaginary‟ worlds were suprahistorical, ie. they „existed‟in a dimension that 

was outside “real” time, space and history. We also sawthat a most important point flowed from 

that, namely, since such a “history”does not really exist, none of the so-called “historical 

actions” could havetaken place. 

Of course the “salvation-history” theological school‟s position is moresophisticated, 

theologically and historically than represented by the analogyabove and belongs to a different 

literary genre, ie. that of theologicallanguage. 

However, the hard theological fact remains that the “world” or “dimension” ofthe 

Heilsgeschichte school of Theology does not exist either. It is basicallya sophisticated - but 

totally imaginary - theological world, a kind oftheological middle-earth! 

Once you say that the Scriptures are an unreliable guide to the life and workof Christ (see 

above) then in all honesty you‟ve got to stop any furtherspeculation about Christ then and there. 

We have no other source than theScriptures and if they are unreliable then we must have the 

courage of ourconvictions to accept it and close the file on Christianity. 

Having disposed of the Heilsegeschichte school, we must not then proceed toconstruct an 

elaborate second theological structure, baptize it with animpressive sounding name and 

terminology, invest it with a man-made authority,establish it as the “salvation-history” sinners 

are in need of, audaciouslyerect it in the place of the Scriptures and try to pass it off as the 

TrueGospel. 

That is not Scriptural Theology, it is - if you‟ll pardon the frankness -plain and simple heresy! It 

has done immense harm to the Gospel, misled manyand is an utterly imperfect presentation of 

the atonement as portrayed for usby the writers of the NT. 

 

 --------------------------------------- 
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 QUESTIONS 

 l. What (i) is the Roman Catholic doctrine of sin and (ii) what are its Implications? 

 2. Why was the Atonement of Christ a single and perfect accomplishment? 

 3. Why do Evangelicals insist on the “Historic Objectivity” of the Atonement? 
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